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Preface 

This study of the Omaha-Ponka (OP) language is submitted 

in fulfillment of the requirement of the University of Colorado 

(Boulder) doctoral program in linguistics that the student dem

onstrate a knowledge of some language other than his or her native 

language. I have adopted the alternative of presenting a research 

paper on the structure of the given language, and under that alt

ernative I am submitting the attached preliminary sketch of the 

OP language together with two short text analyses, constituting 

Appendix A of the sketch. This sketch is based entirely upon 

a study of the published and unpublished texts, grammatical and 

and phonological analyses, and lexicography of others, principally 

Franz Boas, James O. Dorsey, Nils Holmer, Francis LaFlesche, Robert 

Rankin, David Rood, Mark Swetland, and Allan Taylor. I have done 

no work directly with speakers of the Omaha-Ponka language. 
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Abbreviations 

The following abbreviations and symbols include only those 

which are not self explanatory, and which might be encountered 

away from their definitions in the text. 

ACT 

An 

AGT 
AL-POSS 
AN-AGT-MY 

AN-AGT-PL 

AN-AGT-SG 

.-\ AN-MY 

AN-PL 

AN-SIT 

AN-STD 

AUX 

Bn 

BEN 

CNAE VI 

COM 

CUST 

Dn 

DAT 

DECL 

) 

active 

agent pronominal 

agent 
alienable possessive 
animate agent moving 

animate agent plural 

animate agent singular 

animate (nonagent) moving 

animate (nonagent) plural 

animate (nonagent) sitting 

animate (nonagent) standing 

auxiliary 

benefactive pronominal 

benefactive 

Contributions to North American Ethnology VI (Dorsey 1890) 

cornrnitative 

customary 

dative pronominal 

dative 

declarative 
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DEM\ 

DIR 
~ I 

i 	 DITRANS 

DUB. I 

\ 
• 

EMPH 

EXCL 

FUT 

GEN 

HOR 

IMP 

IND-ART 

INDEF 

INCL 

LFOD 

LOC 

MLT 

NEG 
I 
I NOM 

, OP 
[ 
1 

OPL 
I 

[ 
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PL! 

~ 	 , POSS 
\ 

QUANT 

~ 1 

, ! 
I 

I 
I 

i, 
, ' 
I 

demonstrative 

directional 

ditransitive 

dubitative 

emphatic 

exclamation 

future 

generic 

inaimate horizontal 

imperative 

indirect article 

indefinite (the wa indefinite marker) 

inclusive (lp forms) 

LaFlesche (1932) Osage Dictionary 

locative 

inanimate multiple 

negative 

nominal 

Omaha-Ponka 

Omaha and Ponka Letters (Dorsey 1891) 

optative 
patient 
patient pronominal 

plural 

possessive 

quantifier, quantity 
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QUEST question 

QUOTE quotative 

REF referential 

RFLX reflexive 

RND inanimate round 

STAT stative 

TRANS transitive 

111 transitivity modifier 

V verb 

VER inanimate vertical 

VERT vertitive 

t 	 WA the!@. P3p marker 

• 	 possessive pronominalXn 

In verb stems, a slash indicates the position at which the first• 
person singular agent pronouns can be inserted in an active or 

• 	 transitive verb, or the first person singular patient rronouns 

in a stative verb. 
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Introduction 

I have entitled this study a "Preliminary Sketch of the Omaha-

Ponka Language" with a good deal of deliberation. In the absence 

of a published grammar of Omaha-Ponka, it seemed important to 

me to emphasize at the outset that this study does not aim to 

fill this gap. It is both preliminary and a sketch: preliminary 

in the sense that it is based on an initial and often perfunctory 

analysis of the available material on Omaha-Ponka, and, for this 

reason, may include many misleading and incorrect statements; 

a sketch in the sense that it is not comprehensive in 

It coverage, and in many cases does not include an adequate justific-
I 

ation of its claims. I hope that individuals who attempt to make 
that 

use this study will keep in min~claims made in this study may 

be suspect, and that these claims should be verified in the original 

materials before secondary use is made of them. 

The remainder of this introduction serves to introduce the 

Omaha-Ponka (OP) language, and to describe the data upon which 

this study is based. The study itself consists of five parts. 
(2) 

These are (1) phonology (section 2),/morphology (section 3), organ

ized by form class, (3) sentences (section 4), and (4) semantic 

domains. To these four sections are appended two short analyzed 

texts (Appendix A). 



2 :. 

1.1 The Omaha-Ponka Language in Context 

Omaha-Ponka (OP) is the language of two of five closely con

nected tribes of Central Plains Indians. In the 18th and 19th 

Centuries the two tribes conducted their migrations in a region 

consisting of Northern Kansas and Missouri, Eastern Nebraska and 

Western Iowa, and the southern edge of South Dakota. Map 1 

is taken from Dorsey (1884:212); map 2 from Fletcher & LaFlesche 

(1911:88). The central territory seems to have been roughly the 

region between the Nebraska Sand Hills and the Missouri River. 

The remaining three of the five connected tribes are the Osage, 

the Kansa, and the Quapaw, whose ranges were all further south. 

The Omaha and some of the Ponka still reside in Nebraska; the 

bulk of the Ponka were transfered to Oklahoma in the late 1870's, 

though some managed to return. The history of the early Omaha 

I 	 and Ponka is documented in Dorsey 1884, Fletcher &LaFlesche 1911, 

LaFlesche 1963, Green 1969, Wilson 1974, Cash & Wolff 1975, and I 
j 

I • 	

Welsch 1981. 

The five connected tribes speak roughly three languages,. I 

, I
I 	 all closely related. The group as a whole is known as Dhegiha 

I 	
I \.c;? ...~"I. h.c...\..1

from the OP form of the word eekiha 'those on our side'. This vI
I . c \A:..t-i.:oJ 

I 

\ term does not seem to have had any f o~mal or recognizeJ,\ meaning. 


It was applied to the group by Dorsey (1885), and has been retained 


~ principally as a term for the language family made up of the three 


.1 



I i 
I 

I 

tII 

I languages that the group speak. 

I
spoken by the Omaha (umaha) and 

... c 

by the Osage (wa~£te) and Kansa 

I.A I
the tribe of that name (Dkaxpa). 

, i 

5 

These languages are Omaha-Ponka, 
I 

Ponka (ppakka), Osage-Kansa , spoken 
I &1 " 

(kkaza), and Quapaw, spoken by
" 

The dialects spoken by the 

Omaha and Ponka are indistinguishable, at least as recorded by 

Dorsey, who nevertheless indicates that the two tribes speak differ

ent dialects, perhaps based on slight differences in vocabulary 

(CNAE VI;xv). Osage and Kansa are distinguishable, but mutually 

intelligible (Wolff 1952:63) in ver~~igh degree. It might be 

added that many of the characteristics of Kansa were present 

in the speech of one of Wolff's Osage speakers (cf. Wolff 
both 

1952:64-66). Omaha-Ponka and Osage-Kansa are/partially intelligible 

to speakers of the other language. Quapaw diverges rather strongly 

from the other two languages. 

The Dhegiha language family, or, as it might be more appropriate 

to say, dialect continuum, for~a subbranch of the Mississippi 

Valley Branch of the Siouan language family. The other two cer

tain subbranches of this subfamily are Dakhota (actually a dialect 
~..s 

continuum with some extremely divergent dialects and seme more 

closely resembling each other) and Winnebago-Chiwere, made up 

of the Iowa-Oto-Missouri dialect continuum (Chiwere) and the more 

divergent Winnebago. A family tree diagram for the Siouan Language 
',

Family as a whole is given in table 1.1-1. For an examination 

of the details of the grouping scheme's basis see Rood 1979. 

I 
, I 

,i 
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Table 1.1-1 The Siouan Language Family 

r: 
 Easter 11 


Catawba 
WocconJ, etc. 

Biloxi,i 
~~elo·\J~~ 

Mandan -+?--~ Valley Mi~~o~ri River, __ ._.u .1 Ir: ~ 1..-f'V""'" r ~c...... 
I 

p 	 Crow 
Hidatsa 

, f 

Dakhota Dhegiha 	 Winnebago
ChiwereStoney Omaha-Ponka 

Assiniboine Osage-Kansa Iowa-Oto-Missouri 
Teton Quapaw Winnebago
Yanktonais 
Yankton 
Santee 

" 
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~ 
J 	 Morphologically and phonologically the Dhegiha languages 

I 	
are perhaps intermediate between the Dakhota and Winnebago-Chiwere 

! 
J languages. For example, the degree to which Proto-Siouan *y and 

I *r are merged seems to increase from Dakhota to Dhegiha to Winnebago-
J 

Chiwere. In their pronominal systems Dhegiha and Winnebago-Chi were 

are virtually 	identical, and opposed to Dakhota; on the other 

hand, the morphology of the Dakhota and Dhegiha causatives is 

J 	 identical and opposed to that of Winnebago-Chiwere causatives. 

Since both pronominal and causative systems seem to involve a 

certain amount of reanalysis in either case, and in the absence 

of similar traits particularly linking Dakhota and Winnebago-Chiwere, , i 
~ 

.' 

we may deduce that the Dhegiha languages were once physically 

located between the Dakhota languages on the one hand and the 

Winnebago-Chiwere languages on the other, and that the subbranches 

were at this time sufficiently little differentiated that morpholog

. 
 ical innovations could be shared . 

' 

I 
I 

~I 
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~ 
j 	 1.2 Database for the Study 

i 

J This study is based entirely on published materials. No 

• 
I ,\ fieldwork has been done. The main source for textual material 

has been Dorsey's text collection The eegiha Language (Contributions 

.1I 

to North American Ethnology VI), referenced as CNAE VI below (Dorsey 

1890). Dorsey also published a smaller collection, made up of 

•\ 

a body of letters that he had been unable to finish editing in 

time to include in CNAE VI. This collection is entitled Omaha 
~t 

and Ponka Letters, and is referenced below as OPL (Dorsey 1891). 


Dorsey also intended to publish a grammar and a dictionary. The 


:r grammar exists as an unfinished manuscript (Dorsey ms), which 

I r
• 	 is in usable form, though somewhat chaotic in cross referencing 

and incomplete or perfunctory in various sections. I have consulted 

a photocopy of the manuscript. In addition to Dorsey ms there 

are two sketches of OP morphology available, prepated by Boas 

(Boas 1907; Boas &Swanton 1911). Since these were based primarily 
~I 

upon CNAE VI, and not upon Dorsey's ms, they have a value as checks 

on the ms, aside from their own merits of thoroughness on most
I I 

poin~and careful support through examples. Dorsey's dictionary
I 

~I 	 seems also to exist, in the form of a slip file (Dorsey 1885). 

I have not attempted to consult this. In its stead I have relied 
I i 

primarily upon LaFlesche's Osage Dictionary (LaFlesche 1932), 

which is Osage to English and English to Osage, in fairly reliable 
partial 

notation, and includes/paradigms for most verbs listed. I have 
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supplemented this with the English to Omaha list of Swetland (and 

Stabler) 1977, and lists in Say (in James 1828) and Fletcher & 

LaFlesche 1911. 

Since I have not had available a concordance of the CNAE VI 

and OPL texts or any other source to facilitate the location of 

OP examples, I have on occasion made'use of Osage examples of 

derivational and paradigmatic patterns, which are relatively easy 

to locate in LaFlesche 1932. I have not used material from that 

source for examples of phonological patterns, except where LaFlesche 

has added to the entry a notation "Om. same" (Omaha form is the 

same, or in some cases, evidently only analogous, with a110~ance 
..;.~ 1,.;. Cl.rh-Ic",k

for the Osage .a:-:ssibl1ation of apical stops). Whenever I use Osage 

forms I mark them "(Os)." 

In addition to this primary material, I have made use of 

some other material, including notes on OP prepared by Axelrod 

for a seminar presentation on OP, notes on Kansa prepared by Shea 

from lectures by Rankin, and Wolff's 1952 article on Osage phonology 

and morphology. Other materials specifically germain to OP or 

Osage are cited when used. Because of the similarities of the 

! 
, 

Mississippi Valley Siouan Languages, I have also been able to 
I I 

, 
make use of several Dakhota grammars for background information, 

ready made solutions, and organizational ideas: Riggs 1893, because 

it was the organizational inspiration of Dorsey ms; Boas &Deloria 

, 



I 

I
.J 
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! 

" 

1941. as the most comprehensive morphological .study of a Siouan 

language available; and Rood &Taylor ms, as the only modern grammar 

• available for a Siouan language, and as the best available study 

of Siouan syntactic patterns. 

• 
I 
i, 

• 
I 

I 

• 
,I 

I 
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2. PhonologyI 

! 


I The following discussion of OP phonology is divided into 

five subsections, comprising (1) a discussion of the segmental 

and cluster systems, (2) a statement of the way in which the or tho-

l ' i 	

graphy of the published texts was mapped onto these systems, (3) 

an analysis of the probable phonetic qualities of the segments~ I 
and clusters, (4) a discussion of OP canonical word and morpheme 

forms, with comments on the possible exis~ance of vowel length 

and on the unpredictability and distinctiveness of stress, and 

(5) a summary of certain widespread but sporadic phonological 

changes. 

Because this study was based on published texts which are 

known to be defective recordingsof certain aspects of the OP sound 

system, it should be read with a good deal of skepticism. In 
, ~ 
! addition, my grasp of the published data was ~ufficient to make 

1 j 

t 	 aRY formal statements of a ~Pb9f.\QOFlemi~nOlOgical nature 

possible. 
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2.1 Segmental and Cluster Systems 

I 
I 

The OF segments are given in table 2.1-1. However, as in 

other Siouan languages, a clearer view of the system is obtained 

when the clusters are considered as well. The full syste~,including 

the clusters, is set out in table 2.1-2. This analysis owes a 

debt to Rankin, who has written extensively on Dhegiha phonology 

~ankin 1974, 1981, 1982), and who first explained to me LaFleschels 

1Osage notation (Rankin pc). All OF studies based on text, as 

this one is, owe a further debt to Holmer, whose philo
,.t' . ..

J..........s'-,-..;..,...r-o 


logical analysis first aeeouReed fQ't Dorsey's "sonant-surds lf (tense 

l stops) (Holmer 1945).
rj. 

I 
, I It will be noted in the tables that I treat tense, aspirated, 

and ejective stop~ and ejective fricatives~ as clusters. This 

has been done partly as a typographical convenience, but may also 

be justified on a basis of the fact that many instances of tense, 

aspirated, and ejective stops contain internal morpheme bound

aries, e.g., (1), (2), and (3). The treatment of the ejective 

fricatives is by analogy with the treatment of the ejective stops. 

t I 
(1) ppetha 'I fold it' < ..p. A1s + petha 'fold' 

l t 

(2) phi 'I arrive there' < ..p. A1s + hi 'arrive there' 

+ Ii 'wear'(3) nap'i 'wear on the neck' < .!!£!..p.' neck' 
-,;

'- '" 



I 

Table 2.1-2 

Omaha-Ponka Segments and Clusters 

Vowels 


Oral a e i u 


Nasal a i ... \,.. 


Consonants and Clusters 


I ' 	 Class Labial Apical Alveopalatal Velar Glottal I ,:;.j) 
~ 	 ~'iG' 

Lax Stops p t (c) k 

-, .j9- k-~'Tense St.ops pp tt ;(?) 1 . ',' kk
" CJI'""! - "" 
i'----/~~"7(Geminates) 	 '" \.../ 

'.''''-'',/(~ 

f Aspirates ph th 	 (~h) kh 
I (Lax Stop + h) 

Ejectives p' t ' (?) 
(Lax Stop + ' ) 

I ! Voiceless S " S X h 
vl 

~ FriCt~~ .5 1 	 5' 

vVoiced z z 

Fricatives 


Oral 

Sonorants 


Nasal 	 m n
i Sonorants 

~ I 
s's + Lax Stop sp st (?) 	 sk 

I 
I 

'1.£ 	 .., 
s + Lax Stop sp ~t (sC) 	 ~k s'~ i 

, 

II 
~ 

x + Lax Stop xp xt (xt) ( ? ) 

Lax Stop + a pa ka 

Fricative + Mn sn sn xa 

!I 
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~ 


I : 

I would like to emphasize my belief that ~typological 

stud~f OP should not treat it as lacking geminates (tense stops), 

aspirates, or ejectives on the strength of table 2.1-1. 

The segmental and cluster systems of table 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 

are a phonemic system, in the sense of functional contrast, as 

well as in a sense of underlying organization, with the exception 

of the alveopalatal stop and~usters for~ed with it: ~, ~h, 

..,,, .. " ~........) \..J 

sc, and xc. These are only sporadically disti~ from the cor

t{
responding apical stops t, th, st, and xt. The alveopalatal forms 

occur as free variants, generally in the vicinity of the high 

vowels i, i, and u. 
L,. 

The phonemic status of the s I'. z and x"", g oppositions is also 
<.:F'rt>~ i'\..... 


somewhat uncertain. Dorsey ~eicates ~ voiceless and voiced 


alternants in similar contexts in all of his publications on OP 

(see the examples below), suggesting that the two alternants ~ 

~ contrast. LaFlesche, however, never distinguishes s NZ or 

X N g in either OP or Os (Fletcher & LaFlesche 1911: 28 et seq. j 

LaFlesche 1932:2-3 et seq.), suggesting the contrary. It is known 

on the basis of comparative work that it is only necessary to 

assume *s and *x for Proto-Siouan (Matthews 1970), so that it 

is conceivable that the explanation for both Dorsey's and LaFlesche's 

practices is that lhe conditioning of voiceless and voiced allophones 

of s and x in OP is simply quite complex. I have certainly not 
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. '. 
, .,~ 

.;. .. 

. ~. .' 

~(4:"~ 
v· v

been able to deteet i:t myself • On the other hand, the s N z con
. . 

trast is agreed upon by both Dorsey and LaFlesche, and since ~ 


~ ~ 

derives ~m bot~ some Proto-Siouan *s andAProto-Siouan *Y. the 

. '--------
contrast is to be expected. As ....ith s ..... z and x""g, the data seem 

to support it. 

It

! 



Examples of OP segments and clusters follow. 
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.ii 
/a/ 

/e/ 

/i/ 

/u/ 

/a/ 
\. 

/i/.. 

/p/ 

/pp/ 

I i 

/p'/ 

/ph/ 

a 'arm' 

ha 'skin' 

e REF 

he 'horn' 

i 'mouth' 

hi 'stem, stalk' 

u- IN (N.B. u 'wound' in Osage) ()...~ 6f 1 

hu hu' fish' 

a 'hazel nut' 
L 

ha 'night'
L. 

i 'wear' 
(. 

hi 'body hair' 
'" 

pa- TOOL 
/

hipe 'moccasin' 
v 

pi- PRESS 

ppa 'head' 
I 

nappe 'fear' 
L

ppi 'be good' 

p'uaa 'steam' ..... 

/


wanap'i 'necklace' c. v 
/
2ph't 'elk' 

phi 'I arrive there' 
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, rI 
iI 

, I I 

Ir ' 

I 

, i 

-. 

~ i 

I i 
l 

If 
\ 

i I
I I 

Iwl 


Iml 

Ispl 

I~pl 

/xpl 

Ipdl 

It I 

Ittl 

It'l 

Ithl 

lsi 

wa- INDEF 

wi- AlsP2 

wi IND-ART 
L 

/th'fwa,- I gens' 
/ 

ma- CUT 

mi 'sun' 
4. 

rna 'arrow' 
l... 

mi- 'female' 
L. 

I
kaspe 'be transparent' 

v
kaspa 'soak' 

t" 

I
ne.xpehi 'skin' 

t" 

pea'ska 'be flat' 

ta 'be frozen' 

!
hite 'base' 

ti LOC 

tte 'bison' 

tta AL-POSS 

nitta 'ear' 
v 

tti 'dwell' 

tIe 'be dead' 

tha AN-STD 
I,.. 

thi 'return here' 

the VER 

I sape 'be black' 
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/e/ 

r 
/n/ 

Ist/r 
Ist/ 

I 
" 


\ 

Ixtl 

/s'/ 

Isn/ 

/t/ 

Ic(./ 

/~'/ 

~//s

sike/' trail' 

J
kisi 'revive' 

I.

mas! i . 'on the other side' .., C "",L· 

ee THIS 

ei AN-MOV 
" 

aa RND 
I.,.. 

ai- HAND /z/ zan{ 'all' 
' 

ne '.lake' pPizei 
I 

'sand' 

nu 'tuber' 

ni 'water' 
"' 

na 'be adult' ~kazeze 'in a 
t.

waeistupe 'hands spread' row' 

. ,,'lsta 'eye'

'
-sti TOO 


paxtt 'spill' 

f
s'aee 'be sour' 

I 

wes'a 'snake' 


sni 'be cold' 


(no known examples) 


mach~ 'grizzly'

£. 

~ha 'now' 
\ l/ 

(no known examples) 

v, ,si again 


~e THAT '" 


Sl 'be fat' 




Izl 

·VIscl 

Ixcl" 

Is' I 

/~n/ 

/kl 

I~ /kk/ 

/kh/ 

Ixl 

/gl 

/sk/ 

/~k/ 

/xk/ 

20 

za 'doubt' 

aZi NEG 

~a 'wood' ... 

(no known examples) 

I
mascike 'rabbit' 

t (.. 

-xci VERY 

vi 
xcatk~ 'admire' 

i'~: ake 'old man' 

~na 'be smooth' 
I.

ka YON 


~ek~ 'thigh' 


ki 'come back here' 


kki WHEN 

kke 'turtle' 

I " nlkkas~ka 'person' 


khe HOR 


khi 'arrive back there' 


/
xupe 'holy' 


/
waxe 'white person' C[J
-' 

gake
I 

'cry' \ "J
L. (\)v-~ ']

-----,~,-".-m£ge 'sky'
"'

ska 'be clear' 


~a 'be active' 
v 

(no known examples) 
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IJ Ikel keeze 'be striped' 

I 
akei 'chair' 

(., 

I[ Ixel xei 'mucus' 
I " 

xei 'pus'I' 
/

xeape 'tree' 

/
ikaxea 'wife' 

(..., 

1'1 'fee 'say' 
/

na'a 'hear' 
v I-

Ihl ha 'skin' 

hi 'stem' 
I
aha 'yes'... \.

.- /
ppahe 'hill ' 



I, 
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I 2.2 Relation of the Segmental System to the Source Transcription 

J Since this study is based on texts, the phonological forms 

are the result of analysis of ealier transcriptions, not of oral" 
t-

,.,..~~ 
forms in the first place. (In fact, I have never heard OP spoken.) ~'~' 

The transcription of the original sources is a phonetic (usually 
. v 

broad phonetic) transcription developed by Dorsey under the influence 

of early BAE practices, and applied by him and subsequently by 

LaFlesche to the transcription of OP and other Siouan languages. 

There are some internal inconsistancies, between Dorsey's earlier 

work, later work, and posthumous publications~ or between Dorsey's 

work, LaFlesche's work with Fletcher, and LaFlesche's noncollabor

ative work; but by and large the system is constant, and differences 

are notational, or result from omission of certain diacritics, 

generally the diacritics marking the aspirates and tense stops, 

or the vowel quality diacritics. LaFlesche also does not distinguish 

s"'-'z or x ...... g, though Dorsey does. 

While the Dorsey-LaFlesche transcription is very nearly phonol

ogically adequate, it is not biunique. Some symbols have multiple 

uses, and the particular use at hand must be determined from con

text. An example is p, which records /p/ in clusters, but /ph/ 

(and sometimes, erroniously, /pp/) otherwise. Another example 
(

is , which marks aspiration when following a stop, but indicates 

-~ 
I a glottal stop at word margins or between vowels or after a fricative. 
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~ 
 In other cases, single phonemes or features of phonemes have 

mUltiple symbols or diacritics. For example, /th/ is represented 

'by both t and t(, while vowel nasalization is marked variously 

with a superscript n, or m U_ p), n U_ t), or i'{ U_ k), 

according to the context. In some cases nasalization is unmarked 

after n or m, particularly by Dorsey. LaF1esche always marks 
i..C~~::!. 

nasalization with a superscript l'\;t' ~ ."'6A 4,..s d= 9 ~G lL 

The conversion algorithm used to produce the transcription 


in phonemic notation used in this study are given in table 2.2-1. 


The general approach is taken from BelLharz &Koontz 1983. 


In a few circumstances the Dorsey-LaFlesche notation is not 

phonemically adequate. I am not certain, for example, that glottal 

stop is ever adequately transcribed. I mark it wherever it is 

indicated in the source, but suspect that ,it is considerably more 

prevalent, both initially and between vowels. 

The most serious inadequacy in the source transcription is 

the inconsistancy with which the tense stops (geminate clusters) 

are distinguished from the aspirate stops (Ch clusters). To some 

extent, the problem is such that earlier analysts ~ justified 

in claiming that there is no contrast (cf. Matthews 1958:10-11). 

In Dorsey's case the explanation is straightforward,~en if it 
1\ 

is assumed that he was able eventually to hear the contrast con
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~ ~ 
sistantlyf .~e recorded most of his text and vocabulary material 

I 

in the perio~ 1871-1~73 and 1878-1880, before he could distinguish 

the two series. The first indication of his awareness of the 

distinction is in Dorsey 1885, based on a paper read in 1882 . 
........ Jt-.....~J


Even assuming that he had become aware of the distinction durillg
~~ n...:. .1.>-s~1......

1878-1880, it is likely that much of his material had the tellse 
A~l~~ 

stop:! marh;ee in :i:t retroactivelY", based on pnemor y of sound ;~nOwledge 

that certain words had the sound, because later work showed this: 

or perhap~on reelicitation of texts during the period 1889-1890, 

when he worked with several Omahas hired to work as consultants 

in Washington. In addition, during the period 1881-1910 Francis 

LaFlesche was generally in Washington as an employee of the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs, and from 1881 until Dorsey's death in 1895 

there must have been occasions on which Dorsey could consult with 

LaFlesche. This presumably accounts for the volume of LaFlesche's 

comments in CNAE VI, though there is evidence that LaFlesche did 

not approve of Dorsey's practice of publishing letters that the 

latter had transcribed/translated for various Omahas and Ponkas 

with whom he had had contact (Judd 1967:52), and that LaFlesche 

2 
was unwilling to participate fully in the work of publishing them. 

In LaFlesche's case, variability seems to have had a rather 

different explanation. In his collaboration with Fletcher, for 

example, he states clearly that II t here is a consonant kindred 

r to d and t, but distinct from either, and another similarly related 
t, 
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to band p." (Fletcher & LaFlesche 1911:606) The fact that g 

and k are not mentioned might suggest that the ejectives are refered 

to, since OP has no ejective k. However, LaFlesche has just indicated 

that p, t, and k may sometimes be "exploded," i.e., presumably 

ejective. In spite of this statement the third class of stop 

is generally not represented in the examples of OP given in the 

text of the work. This is presumably the result of an edito~l 

l 	 decision, perhaps to eliminate diacritiCS, since diacritic marks 

on the letters p, t, and k were the usual means of indicating 

tense stops in the Dorsey-LaFlesche system. The elimination of 

tense stops has not been absolute, however, since one is marked 

in an example on p. 606. This example is reproduced in (4). 

In 	 n
(4) 1"10 ke .!?£ixo ha. \, f ) '*. UseA \..--Y'

m~ khe p- pi- ha/ 	

O~~~~ 
arrow the Als PRESS break DECL 

"I broke the arrow by the weight of my body." 

The phonemic transcription and morpheme by morpheme rendition 
Lv..) 

(the two middle lines) are my own. Otherwise tAe materiAl is 
I 

. i 
I I 	 from Fletcher &LaFlesche. The probable explanation for the marking 

of the tense stop in this one case is that it occurs in a sequence 
II 	

of first person examples including such forms as Itbthixonn paixa, 
II broke it with my hands'. The sequence .!?£ ente;ed by accidental 

analogy, and, not involving diacritics, passed without modification. 

~~~~ 
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::r:1 wc::.-s '-- k (-
Regretably this simple device was not extended! I $,)L/s.' ~ 

x 

(]_,_~ ~ $-~ (~r\D>.tJ trr~? 
y-~ --	 ~ kt'7,V v-.... &J.,~ 

Since LaFlesche's Osage Dictionary has been used extensively 

in this study, in lieu of an actual OP-English dictionary, it 

is also worth noting causes for some of LaFlesche's inconsistancies 

in recording the tense/aspirate distinction in tha~language. 

In this publication, for whatever reason, he evidently made it 

his goal to mark the distinction throughout. However, the results 

~~ 	 do not match well, comparatively, with Dorsey's OP materials. 3 . 

To some extent this must have been due to differences in phonetic 

detail between Osage and OP. OP tense stops are voiceless, unasp

irated, and geminate (cf. Rankin 1974). Osage tense stops are 

voiceless and preaspirated (cf. Rankin 1974; Wolff 1952:64). 

In addition, Osage aspirates have a velar quality ([Cx]), and 

before front vowels this velar aspiration assumes a palatal quality 

([C~]) (Rankin pc). LaFlesche may have found these differences 

mildly confusing. Thus his Dictionary lists both tIki " and "kshi" 

for /khi/ 'return home'. In other cases, typographical errors 
". \~\i(~' 

may be 	at work, as when expected "tsi" is entered as "tsi", but
• 

appears as "tsi" in the body of the entry (OP /tni/). Other entries 

seem simply to be in error, e.g., "peton" 'crane', implying /ppetta/,
• • 	 L-

when "~etonll, for /ppethe/, would be proper, as evidenced by Dorsey's 

't,!et< a " for OP and ''detqan" for Os (note Osage velar aspiration) 

(Dorsey 1885:927). 
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In presenting examples in this study, I have used only re-

transcribed forms in the body of the work. In the texts in Appendix 

II' 	 A I have included the original notation as well. Examples extracted 

from text (except some vocabulary or paradigmatic forms) are always 

marked to indicate the work, page, and line where the original 

may be found. 

•i ! 

i I 
L ' 

i i, I 
L ! 



,., I 
I 
, t 

~ 
I Table 2.2-1 

Algorithm for Retranscribing the Dorsey-LaFlesche Notation.1I 
, \ 

I Original Notation Retranscription

•i 
I

'I! 
! 

b p 
; 

P 	 p /clusters 

ph /elsewhere4.'I 
, 

I ; 	 ~t d pp 
I pC ph 

.. 
i i 	

d 

) ) 
PIP• 	 p'

• 	 t 

t 	 t /clusters 

th /elsewhere4
I i 

t I 1-	 tt• 

th 

t I 

v 
C 

tC t ch 	 '" c /clusters 

ch /elsewhere 

~~ 

g k 

k k /clusters 

kh /elsewhere4 

k.=1 kk• 
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. :{:~.: 

~. 
I 	

k(. kh 

k' k \ k'I 	 ) , 

II 	 s, ~ (LaFlesche) s 
.; 

I 
I > s 

l' s( S' 

I 	 z, 'i (LaFlesche) z
l 

<.Ii 	 c, sh S 

r 
I 
I 	

" s:) 

c( 	 s'I 
..,r 

j. zh 	 z 

q. x 	 xI 
, , 	 q ( , x (LaFlesche) x' 

x 	 g.it 	
, 

i 

I \ 	
h h 


( ) (LaFlesche) 


w 	 w~ , 


cJ, ~, ~ (Boas), th (LaFlesche) a 

I( 

m 	 m 
I 

I 


! I 
n n 


i i 

I 


I i e 	 e 

I a 	 a 

I i 
u 	 U 

',

I ! i .... u, iu U 

I ' 


II 
I ' 



at 0, u ~ /nasality marking 

i i /nasality marking 

Nasality marking is a following n, or m, n, or ~ before another 

consonant. 
r~ 

Nasality marking is eliminated after having been coded as 
~ ~ 

Vowels following m or n that do not correspond to Osage b or d 

in LaFlesche's Osage Dictionary are also marked nasal. 

Vowel diacritics to indicate quality or rhetorical length are 

eliminated. , All stress marks after the first in a word are eliminated. 

Conjunctions which Dorsey fuses with the verb are separated 

(chiefly this affects eka). 
~ 

J 



2.3 Suppositions on Phonetics 

The articulatory positions for the OP segments, and their 

supposed articulations are as follows (cf. tables 2.1-1 and 2.2-2): 

labial, with bilabial approximation or closure: apical, with approx

imation or closure of the tip of the tongue to the teeth (and 

not the alveolus): aNeopalatal, with approximation of the upper 

~ ; 
! 	 surface of the tongue tip to the alveolus: velar, with approxmation 


or closure of the upper back surface of the tongue to the velum; 


glottal, with glottal closure or friction. 


The supposition of a dental as opposed to alveolar quality 

for the apicals is based upon the treatment that s, z, and e 

receive in transcription. Dorsey and LaFlesche both describe 

(~
the last of these segments as appximately English [e] (edh)

.\

I 	 (CNAE VI.5; Fletcher &LaFlesche 1911:28, 606), a description 

which they' also apply to the corresponding segment in Osage

I : ,i (Dorsey 1885; LaFlesche 1932:3). Dorsey represented the segment 

,I 
as tJ in manuscript and as ¢ in R!:..~.,t.ed material. The latter graph (~~ .... 

p(l,i\.\ex-W'~C"",,~ ... .,...! 1\..0 <t'-'~I ~'f..c.-)r~~. L~~ 
became S in Boas 1907. LaFlesche used the digraph tho This last 

,I 	
usage is also adopted by Swetland 1977. In the early vocabulary 

list of Say (James 1823), the letter r is used instead, and Wolff, 

investigating Osage in 1951 described e as "a voiced fricative 

with apico-dental to apico-alveolar articulation; it is never~ 
'I~ 
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interdental. 1I 

32 

(Wolff 1952:64) Since the pronunciation of inter

, 
I 

I 

dental fricatives in some English dialects is essentially a dental 
i..\w ..... ~'"'<~Iw..l~i,.. 

tap with an optional fricative release, we may assume that Dorsey
" 

had t;..hi ....el-Y.e in mind, and not the interdental value that his 

pronunciation key might suggest to some readers. The two fricatives 

sand z are represented with those graphs by Dorsey (CNAE VI.6). 

Though he makes no explicit statement regarding point of articul

ation, he does go to the trouble of including German and French 
,

examples (sauce, zele), in addition to English ones (sauce, 

something that he does not do for his c (5). This may, then, 

imply that he was aware of a dental quality to sand z, without 
6t-~~ o.J:re ,l-cJ.u,-.... .' 

attaching much importance to it. LaFlesche lists sand z as sounds 

of OP (Fletcher & LaFlesche 1911:606), but the graph which he 

actually almost always uses in forms where Dorsey has s or z is 

~, which is described as having "the sound of th in thin." (28) 

He follows this practice both in Fletcher &LaF1esche 1911 and 

in LaFlesche 1932. Wolff says of s only that it is an "apical 

••. fricative ll (1952:64), but he adds in a footnote that no Osage 

speaker with whom he dealt had ever heard a IIdenta1 voiceless 
e 

fricative" (1952:64n6) as a pronunciation of the sound. It appears
:\ 

that LaF1esche must again have chosen the analogy with an English 

interdental in order to emphasize the dental quality of the segment. 
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:,:;.","'">.~ 
,'- ..... ,' .•i 	 Adjacent to i, l' and u, OP apical stops tend to receive• 	 . /:. 

a pronunciation as apico-alveopalatal affricates, e.g., [c]up~' 
.1 	 " I, , " 'y ..). 	 ''some', ma[ch].}! bear , ~[chke 'rabbit', -,~Jc]i VERY, 

:" ... 
i[ch]'ka 'mouse', wa[~h]i¥ka 'creek', but also x[~]'ae 'admire' • 
'7:"-- ---	 --• 1 
Forms like tGpa, -xti, or (th~ 'now' appear both with and without 

the affrication, showing that it is of a secondary and noncontrast

ive character. It should be noted that a similar affrication 
sibilant 

exists in Osage, apatt from the characteristic Osage/affrication 

of all apical stops before front vowels i, e, and U. Forms which 
\ 

I"receive the alveopalatal affrication, e.g., lcha 'now' (LFOD 75) 
~ 

or iCh~ska 'ermine' (LFOD 75), are exempted from the sibilant
" ~ 

affrication, exemplified by cci 'dwell' (LFOD 162), cce 'bison' 
/ 

(LFOD 157), ~'riPe' (LFOD 39). This pattern suggests that 
L~ 

the OP affrication is older than the separation of OP and Osage-

Kansa. 

A discussion of articulatory manner in OP must treat both 
-cluster 

the simple segments and the clusters. The stop/manners are lax 

(simple), tense (geminate), ejective, and aspirate. The lax, 

or simple) stops are represented by Say, Dorsey, and LaFlesche 
, I 

as voiced stops. I assume accordingly that they are voiced, at 

least in the perceptions of speakers of American English. This 

voicing occurs in initial prevocalic and medial intervocalic en

vironments, and before a, as illustrated in (1). using Dorsey's: I , 
 p.otation. 
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ri (AI'" /'

rl 
 (5) 38.11 bas ~ /pas'l/ 'upside down' 


39.17 f/ d~dan w /t~ta/ 'what' 

1/1 ,...' ""rl 	
i. 

1.4 2 gank~ /kakki/ 'and' 

13.3 J1. {bah an 14 /{paha/ 'know' 

13 .1Cf\ma~de-kan .. /mftekka/ 'bow-string' 
• ~ L 

135 ,,1'11 /tk·,l/ , finally'. eg~.e 
M e .~ae 

13.6 	W brte" /pee/ 'I go there' 

15.4 	 ~I grti~a-bi~/ke[zapi/ 'he took his own' 

y
It does not occur after s, s, and x, orvat least· Dorsey did not 

note it. 

n..(I:» 14.4 
,.t 

tucparta /ttU'spae~/ 'grandchild'.. 
/n .. ".13.17>1. ctewa /stewa/.' 'notwithstanding'

L 

13.1 	 II mactc1nge If /In~s2fke/ 'rabbit' 

.,J I ~ 
13.16 ckaxe /sk~~e/ 'you make' 

i I 


~ I 


~ I 


~ 
I I 
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I' 


verb, though the marker is in fact probably 


most postclitics, except articles, 


of the main word, with at most an 


The OP tense stops are voiceless unaspirated geminates, as 

stated in section 2.2 (Rankin 1974, 1981). Presumably they differ 

from the lax stops in environments in whichlength is imperceptible
A 

by virtue of their voicelessness, and from the aspirates by virtue 

of their lack of aspiration. In other environments, length must 

also be a factor. In some cases this length seems to have been 

perceived as a word break. For example, Dorsey always ~rites 

the future/unreal marker ttE as a separate word following the 

a postclitic, 

intervening hyphen. A similar 
, I 

effect can be observed in the Swetland Omaha Dictionary, which 

I- places a word boundary between kki RFLX (written "ki") and preceding
CS'. Jo-. ~,...* ~ II l.rJl.D~)._ . 

morphemes. In addition, many words like latta 'be forked' are 

written with a word break before the tense stop, which is, again, 

written with an English voiceless stop letter (cf. Swetland 1977:80). 
t ;" .>I ;2....i\o.. '*- G... .. 

The ejeciives are probably post-glottalized. This is consistant 


with Dorsey's and LaFlesche's description of them as "exploded," 


(CNAE VI.5-6; Fletcher &LaFlesche 1911:606) and LaFlesche's 


decision in his Osage Dictionary to combine the ~fec~s of the 


glottal stop and ejectives and speak only of "exploded vowels" 


(LaFlesche 1932:2-3). 


\ 

~ 



2.4 Canonical Form, Stress, and Vowel Length 

The canonical form of all words and most morphemes in OP 

is (7). 

(7) 

(.r.Y-'; . >~~~. C'o"'" 

2In (2) C is either no consonant at all, or a valid cluster from0 "
table 2.1-2. A number of morphemes existing only as bound forms 

have the form (8). 

(8) (V) C~ 
I 

These include ak Alp and ~ A1s (syncopated form).
r 

The constraint that all words must end in a vowel has some 

orthographical exceptions. Whenever two orthographic words which 

are pronounced as one word (e.g. a verb and a following conjunction) 

~ 
happen~ the first of the~ to end in a vowel, the second of 

them to begin with a vowel" the optional rule of vowel elision 

can result in the deletion of the final vowel of the first ortho

graphic word. In fact, however, there is no violation of the 

constraint, only an orthographic appearence of one. 
\ " 

I 

rt 
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r 	I There are two questions regarding OP phonology which, -if· 

I answered, might have the affect of considerably complicating the .. relatively simple picture of canonical shape drawn above. The 

two questions concern the status in OP of vowel length and stress, .1 . ~7j 
pt.\Cft'\ a.(.~ - • 

I 	 Rankin has st:tted that long vowels are phonemic in Kansa and .' 
! 

in other Dhegiha languages, but that these are perceptible only .' in slow speech (Rankin, comments at 3rd Siouan Conference). 

wnile Dorsey is on record as having said also that vowel length~ I 
is significant in Dhegiha (Dorsey 1885:921), it appears from his 

I ! 
I ' transcriptional practices that he was refering in this statement 

to differences in vowel timbre analogous to those of what are 

called long and short vowels in traditional English dictionary 

pronunciation keys. While it is quite conceivable that his usage 
01 \..u.6\ .Q.~,

in this regard may concea1,a partialAcoding of vowel length proper; 

I have assumed for the present that it does not. It is also im

portant to note in this context that Dorsey frequently marks more 

than one stress in a word. I have assumed that all but the first 

are secondary stresses, based on the tendency to second or third 

syllable main stress observed in other Siouan languages. It is 

conceivable, though, that these multiple stresses reflect vowel 

length in some fashion. For the moment, then, no note of vO\olel 
f)v<t

length has been taken in this study. In spite of this, the question 
. , " 

should be regarded as open. ~ 
I 



Stress is contrastive in OP. Dorsey cites as examples of 

38 

minimal pairs [he does not use the term]: 

I : 
\ 

I II (9) maze 'iron, metal' maze 'female's breasts'

I 
 -(.,- -1.

(0) ma/h"~ 'knife' mah{ 'weed sp.'
---c;--"i: --;::-t" 

Dorsey ms (5-7) also discusses placement of stress, but without 

arriving at any general rules. Even a cursory examination of 

the problem on the basis of the available paradigmatic materials 

I 
 in LaFlesche's Osage Dictionary (Dorsey ms seldom marks stress, 


I unfortunately) suggests that stress placement at any level of 

~ prediction, whether universal or paradigmatic, is fairly complex. 

Example sets (11) to (17), from the Osage Dictionary, show at 

least some of the patterns observed. 

~~ 
(ll ) (Os) E;i.;.;.ed" Ini tial Stress 

/
appatha 

(,.. 

Iv
aspatha

L 
I
apathai
I C 
akaEaUai 

" " but: aktEa~tai 
(,. 

I 

I) 

, I 

II pushed on' 

'you pushed on' 

'he pushed on' 

'we pushed on' 

'we cut our hair' 

http:E;i.;.;.ed


(12) 

(13) 

(Os) 

(Os) 

ru....,....k 
..~d Second Syllable Stress 

/ 
asape 

I 
easape 

I
sapai 

/
asapai 
( 

'I am cautious' 

'you are cautious' 

'he is cautious' 

'we are cautious' 

I 
Fixed .P2.. CUT Stress 

/paapease 'I cut open' 

I paeapease 'you cut open' 

1...1 • 
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I 
[ V CV 'I"tn.--i" 

I 
I 

note: 

~ 
(14) (Os) 

(15) (Os), 
I 

~ , 

but: 

papaasal 'he cut open' 

1...1 •paapaasal 'we cut open' 
" /.

apaskepai 'we shaved it' 
(, 

~..4X 

~d Second Syllable Stress 

/ . ppamsu )e 'I mashed it' 
L J'>Cy I 

spanisuje 'you mashed it' 
t I ? 

/ C V LV ,-e-c;t- ,
panisujai 'he mashed it' 

c; 

I 
apanisujai 'we mashed it' 
" v 

Mixed First and Second Syllable Stress 

ppatha 'I pushed'" LW~~ v I L 
spatha 'you pushed' LA'" _ b ,.- da.. ~;-

c [J~, } _- ) .....,.. ?

I.
pathal 'he pushed' l...--\A.....co..r-(.A'o..c.~

'" I h .apat al 'we pushed' 
l../ " 
pattopai 'he sliced' 
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(16) (Os) Receding First Person Stress / wi" / 
I ~-~V=-V~ CV:r Vheaci 'I sneeze' 

C 
I

hetlaci 'you sneeze' (rqk-~I~'~ 
t.. 

/ ~o-<t. SLYc..Q..("> ~ 'S)
hecii 'he sneezes' 

c 

(17) (Os) Fixed Root Stress 

/ 
eVa ~ 

ah~xa 'I felicitate' 
( 


(

eah~xa 'you felicitate' 

L 

h/ . 'he fe1Jicitates' 

ahixai 'we felicitate' (stress unknown) 

~xa~ 

c 
.:::. a k/'(..xa..c. 

~<;..L.J. 
Under the circumstances, I mark stress, but for the ~ do 

not attempt to predict it. 

In spite of this variability, there do seem to be some rules. 

. / / / / /
The morphemes ~ CUT (Os ~ CUT), mu SHOOT (Os ~ SHOOT), k~ POSS, 

and many instances of iC ON, {WITH seem to be automatta11y stressed. 

The placement of stress in certain ki DAT and i + ki BEN paradigms 
(JJ-~) - - 

also seems to be regular, as does the stress in at least some 

ka STRIKE instrumental paradigms. It is also possible to predict 

a phonological process of k-1enition (elision) on the basis of 

stress (see section 3.6.3). 
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~ 
~. 

2.5 Phonological Rules

" 
't 	 None of the rules suggested below is exceptionless. Several! 	 i 

I 
are distinctly sporadic. All of them, however, seem to be generalI 
tendencies in OP, and are not restricted to a particular paradigm . 


• Rules which are particular to certain verb paradigms are discussed 

! 	 I 

i 

in section 3.6.3. 

~i 
I 

RULE 1 h-LossII , 
I 	 i ch ) 

iI. / 

(18) h -> I V V-I f'-rt::> ~ ..-bL" \:le.~.a.. 
.~ (" J: ~s ~ ~ lUA g ..J>Si ~ 

. Os 11 lk£~)I This is a regular feature of the verbs hi 'come here' and -- 

e/hi 'say' • One example involving root-internal h in a stativeJ 
verb is known, too • 

• 	 I I 
(19) 1.7 wapakElez~ ikhiEla ka 


~( letter make it corne here to him IMP 


~. 
1 	 I I h/ .(20) al 'he said' < + 0 + a + J. 

I 	 say PL 

/ I 


cf. ehe 'I said' < e + (Q) + he 


~ \, where the ..Q. Als pronominal is regularly

"

lost in the OP sound shift *ph > h. 

r ~ 
I
I 
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(21) pti 'sharp' (Swetland 1977:155) 

/cf. Os pah~ 'sharp' (LFOD:125) 

RULE 2 Loss of Intervocalic Stops 

, 
(22) C (C) -) 0 I V V 

I , This change is definitely sporadic at best. Most of the 

known examples are in Osage. 

n~(kk .." k / ""'k (23) as~ aN n~as~ a 'person' 

(24) (Os) 'black' 

I 
(25) (Os) tt~ka ~ttaa 'large'

I (., -.::-. 

l RULE 3 Affrication of Apicals 

I, i 

I 
to a 

to t. 

I' 

~ 
f 
•

\ 

In certain words in which t or a cluster with t is adjacent 

high vowel (i, i, and u), t is affricated always or sometimes 
f-

See section 2.3 for examples and discussion. 
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RULE 4 Vowel Elision 

, 

~ 


I ; 

I 


I 


I 

, I 

" 

~ 
I! 

I 
I ' 

I 

Elision occurs in many contexts, particularly in verb inflection 

and in addition of postclitics. It appears that elision always 

occurs according to the rule of (26) when vowels are in the same 
I .~"b.. oj- k:.-~ 

word, with certain exceptions in verbs where a + ~ becomes e, 

or where i or u insert d or w between the~ves and an adjacent 

vowel. These changes are discussed in section 3.6.3, and are 

probably very old, highly morphologized features of Siouan verb 

morphology. In a few other cases, two adjacent vowels come together 

in a word without elision when both are adverbial morphemes (see 

section 3.6.1), or when one is a pronominal morpheme and the other 

is a preceding vowel-final derivational morpheme (see (13) and 

(16) above for examples). Some words seem to have fixed internal 

vowel sequences, like ~at 'Dakhota'. I suspect that some of the 
--,;. 

exceptions involve unwritten glottal stops, while others involve 

a secondary rule restraining elision if the resulting form would 

be ambiguous (as in the cases where a derivational morpheme precedes 

a pronominal morphem~. A final source of exception may be that 

some postclitics may optionally form separate words, instead of 

eli ticizing. 

Qc.i:- '. 

Lo-s,<; or 'ttlV
.J. w~J, l'WJ 

5: 0.. it kc... .. 
c... ,-6o 
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, Notes to Section 2 

Rankin should 	not be held responsible for the ways in which I I' 	 1 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

have applied or presented his ideas. 

r 2 The dates for Dorsey's career as a student of OP are from 

Hinsley 1981. The inferences regarding sonant-surd marking areI 
my own. 

Dorsey's own OP and Os sonant-surd recording does not matchI 	 3 

because he used his sonant-surd symbols to record not etymological

I' tense stops (as LaFlesche did), but unaspirated voiceless stops. 

, 	 Since the lax stops of Osage are voiceless, Dorsey records both 

the lax and ~he tense stops as sonant-surds in Os. He sporadically 

~ 	 records tense stops (which are preaspirated in Os) as ~ C. 


4 


I 

The letters P, t, and k (unmodified) are also retranscribed 

as pp, tt, or kk when comparative evidence, or other instances 

in text, suggests that these are the proper values. 

~ 
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3.6 Verbs 

The OP verb is a difficult subject to discuss, partly because 

of its morphological and phonological complexity, and partly 

because the several subdivisions of the discussion are so inter

dependent that it is difficult to know where to begin. It seems 

best, however, to start with an abstract overview, before elabor

ating in turn upon the derivational structure, the pronominal 

system, and the paradigmatic patterns. In this fashion the reader 

is introduced to the organization of the overall system without 
C<.. ~ 

getting lost in ~welter of morphemes and frequent phonological
A 

irregularities. 

While an OP verb form is often quite simple in derivational 

form, it has the potential to become quite complex. Disregarding 

for the moment the issue of pronominalization, the verb stem may 

contain, in addition to the root, any of the following: 

1) incorporated nominals or demonstratives; 

2) adverbials, morphemes indicating the existance of 

certain types of oblique complements or adverbial 

modifications; 

3) instrumentals, or incorporated particles indicating 
'

that an actioninvolves a certain body part of the 
1\ 

agent, or was accomplished by means of a member of 
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certain 	classes of tools or actions; 

4) 	 transitivity modifiers, morphemes indicating reflexive! 

reciprocal, dative, benefactive, and possessive relation

ships; 

5) 	 auxiliaries, some of which are essentially empty, while 

while others perform such functions as producing a 

causative derivative; and 

6) 	 modal particles, indicating the unreality, desirability, 

etc. of an action or state. 

This general picture is complicated somewhat further by the question 

of the order in which the various morphemes occur with respect to 

each other and with respect to the pronominal affixes. The deriv

ational morphemes are catalogued and their ordering discussed in 

section 3.6.1. Their interrelationships with the pronominals are 

addressed in sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.4. 

The general character of the pronominal system of OP verbs 

is determined by two factors. First, OP has an active/stative 

concord typology (cf. DeLancey 1981:62~). This means that transitive 

verbs agree with both their agents and their patients, using distinct 

agent and patient concord sets, and that intransitives divide into 

two groups, one of which uses the agent concord set - the active 
"

intransitives - while the other uses the patient concord set 
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the stative intransitives. In OP intransitives must belong to 

one group or the other. There are no intransitives which shift 

from one to the other to indicate the extent to which the subject 

o.few -........,k
is acting under its own volition, as in B,tsbi and Eastern Pomo 
I.A"- (.~ 

(DeLancey 1981:651). d I 6ro-c..U; it:. 

frtx. ~ Da.. S"~ 
(...c:;)"J' h:> 0 i'I'-- (J. l.u:) c>--c~.s 

Active verbs include the verbs of motion and other verbs such J: I~' ~ 

as It'E 'die' or Ikei 'sit't in fact, most verbs which would be 
----z; 

intransitives in typical European languages like English. Stative 

verbs include the analogues of adjectives in these same European-

I I
type languages, for example Ittaka 'be big' or IsapE 'be black'., 
Numerals and nouns are also potential stative verbs, when used 

in the sense of 'be (a) Transitive verbs can be either simple, 

like I'i 'give' or Ik~!E 'do, make', or derived, like t'~/eE 'kill' 

J 
or a/kei 'sit on'. 

t:: 

The second factor in the general character of the pronominal 

system is the use in both the agent ,and patient pronominal sets 

of a minimal/augmented person-number system (cf. Dixon 1980:352). 

Both sets have been reanalyzed in identical ways as standard matrix 

person-number systems. In a minimal/augmented system the minimal 

person categories are 1 [+ speaker, - hearer], 2 [- speaker, 

+ hearer], 12 [+ speaker, + hearer], and 3 [- speaker, - hearer], 

'" each of which is realized with a separate morpheme. Any of these 

categories can be augmented to indicate the presence of additional 
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, , 

[- speaker, - hearer] persons. This augmentation is accomplished 

with a separate augment morpheme. Systems of precisely this type 

exist in opts relatives, the Winnebago-Chiwere languages. In OP, 

though the same basic pattern exists in the morphology as in the 

Winnebago-Chiwere languages, the situations in which the augment 

can be used have been restricted in a manner which yields a set 

of combinations that map onto the familiar first, second, and third 

persons singular and plural matrix of languages like those in Europe. 

What happens is that the 1 forms (agent and patient) may only occur 

without the augment, while the 12 forms may only occur with it, 

yielding, respectively, first persons singular and plural. The 

2 and 3. forms may occur both without and with the augment, yielding 

the second and third persons singular and plural. 

Apart from these two basic typological characteristics of 

the OP pronominal system, there are some other, more idiosyncratic 

characteristics that help produce the distinctive quality of the 

OP system. Most of these characteristics are shared in some degree 

by other Siouan languages. One characteristic assymmetry is the 

realization of all third persons by zero (with or without the aug

ment/plural) except the third person plural patient with transitive 

verbs, which has a special concrete morphological realization. 

Another shared characteristic is the existance in some agent pro

nominal categories of an opposition between full CV shapes and 

reduced or syncopated C shapes, the latter used only with certain 
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verbs. The choice of affected verbs was probably once determined 

by the nature of the segment following the pronominal slot in the 

verb. In modern OP, the syncopated forms have developed into a 

variety of minor conjugations as a result of phonological changes, 

and the conditioning of membership in these conjugations is mostly 

morphological. .'.c:;:p ).b.'1 t\ ) 

The actual positions of the pronominal morphemes in the stem 

with respect to each other and the rest of the stem are governed 

by complicated and sometimes contradictory rules. A consequence 

of this is that certain classes of verb stem have multiple instances 

of the same pronominal category. It is quite common also for pro

nominals to be inserted in the middle of the verb stem, or even aJ 

the verb root; 6fl4 different members of the pronominal sets may 

be inserted in different places in the stem. 

Pronominal morphemes and their mutual and external ordering 

constraints are discussed in sections 3.6.2 (morphemes and ordering 

constraints) and 3.6.4 (selected paradigms). 

The last set of points to be addressed in this overview concern 

phonology, specifically, morphophonemic alternations, as opposed 

to segmental phonology, canonical form, etc. I have already no~ed 

that the OP agent pronominals preserve morphologized traces of 
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a full N syncopated alternation in certain categori~s.· A'similar 

phenomenon affects the dative prefix. Other phonologicalchanges
4 . 

of a similar degree of rnorphologization are: 

1) 	 the lenition (loss) of morpheme initial /k/ in some, 


but not all verb roots and derivationfmorPhernes (e.g., 


in ki DAT. but not in k{ POSS) , with concommittant 


vowel contraction in some cases; 
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2) 	 the insertion of a glide /i/ (historically Proto-

Mississippi Valley Siouan *r from Proto-Siouan **y) 

between certain high vowels and other adjacent vowels; 

3) the reduction of some /i/ vowels to /e/ intervocal

ically; 

4) 	 the assimilation of vowels across such inserted or 


reduced /e/. 


Clearly, these patterns could be reduced to rules using the 

mechanics of generative phonology. However, I have not felt it 

possible to do that in the present context, and it is not clear 

to me that it is necessary to do so for OP outside of a historically 

motivated grammar or a comparative study. .\..;;. tk r~"S'~~ 
('I1..")rn..~ th.d.. L..t lS ~W-b 
~~ o....c~ fu ~z..rJ-1-c 
~ ~c'-S t.~~ 

The preceding phonological processes affect the froRt end 
~~ 

of the verb: the root and morphemes that precede it, and the 

morpheme boundaries between these morphemes. One final phonological 

process of note affects final /e/ vowels of the root and of the 

unreal modal ttE. The affected vowels are marked /E/ in citations. 

These vowels appear as /a/ before certain following morphemes 

and otherwise as lei. All le/ final roots noted to date undergo 

this alternation, so that the use of lEI as a diacritic is not 

strictly necessary. However, I have retained IE/ as a precaution, 

in case exceptions should be found, and to conform with the 
~ 

similar 	(and necessary) use of lEI or IAI in other Siouan language 
f'\ 
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grammars (cf. Rood & Taylor ms:27). 

Phonological processes are treated in section 3.6.3. 

The OP verb has been treated more extensively in the available 

material than most aspects of OP grammar. I have consulted Boas 

(1907:327-337), Boas & Swanton (1911:903-904, 914-921, 931, 935

936), and Dorsey ms (9-11, 16-17, 25-29, 40-94, 117-121, 129-132, 

136-142, 152-153), The Boas material is restricted to personal 

paradigms and morpheme lists, but is quite valuable for these 

and for examples, though all examples should be examined in the 

ori,ginal source (CNAE VI), since some are taken out of context. 

Dorsey's own ms material is rather ill-organized, and lacks many 

details, as must be expected of an unfinished product, but it 

is extremely valuable, since it treats many aspects of the morphology 

that Boas neglects. In addition to Boas and Dorsey, I have consult

ed La Flesche's Osage Dictionary (1932), which includes partial 

paradigms for most of the verbs that it lists, and often lists 

derived sterns as separate entries. Forms such as the i + ki 

benefactives, overlooked by Boas, as well as other oddities of 

dative inflection, can all be confirmed with Osage parallels from 

LaFlesche's Dictionary. 
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3~6~1 Derivational Structure 

The general formula for the derivational structure of the 

OP verb is given in (1). 

(1) 	 NOM + DIN + ADV + TM + lIN + ROOT + AUX + MODAL 

The only detail which this formula introduces over the general 

picture of the overview (section 3.6), aside from order, is the 

division of the general category of instrumentals into two groups 

occ~~pying different slots, the outer instrumentals (DIN) and the 

inner instrumentals (lIN). 

This fC>Tlwla (1) is misleading in several respects. 

1) 	 It fails to indicate that multiple instances of some 

morpheme classes exist in some verbs. In essence, 

multiple instances amount to treatment of derived 

forms as roots. In other words, multiple instances 

of particular morpheme classes in derived forms draw 

attention to the fact that (1) does not contain any 

recogn~ion of the fact that some derivatives are 

lexical items to a degree that others are not. " 
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2) 	 Formula (1) also implies that forms with all slots 

filled exist, whereas, if they do, they are unknown 

to me, and are probably vanishingly rare. In fact, 

(1) is nothing more than a convenient shorthand for 

a series of subru1es like those in (2). 

(2) 	 NOM + OIN + ROOT 


NOM + lIN + ROOT 


OIN + ADV + ROOT 


etc. 


The memberships of all eight morpheme classes in (1), except 

the class ROOT, are summarized in tables 3.6.1-1 through 3.6.1-7. 

Examples of derivations follow. 
, ,, 

I 

I 
I j 

I , 
! 
I 
I 



Table 3.6.1-1 Nominals (NOM) 

wa INDEF 

demonstratives, e.g., e REF 

nouns, e.g., te 'flesh', Ia 'wood, tree', kka 'rope, sinew', 
; i c:- ~ 

ni 'water', hi 'feather', hu 'voice', ru 'body'
• 	 -,; C; - 

initials of infixing verbs, where these initials are not 

presently analyzable, e.g., ma in ma/ei 'walk' or 
-C L" 

ma/ea 'steal' 
c t 

Table 3.6.1-2 Outer Instrumentals (OIN) 

I 
I 	 I 

ma CUT (= Os ~) 

I I ' mu SHOOT (= Os J2£1'1 ..2..2).'i /
(nl. ?) HEAT, SPONTANEOUS (= Os ta) 

I .N.B. 	 Status of na lS hard to determine, since the principal means 

of distinguishing outer instrumentals is their position 

relative to the pronominals or transitivity modifiers, which 

in ni derivatives are apparently always attached to a causativei 
1..' 

auxiliary. 
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I ON.2- N.2- .; 

f AI i WITH 

I 
UN u IN 

uti + u ABOUT 

Table 3.6.1-4 Transitivity Modifiers (TM) 

kki 

k{ 

ki 

i + ki 

ka 

. na 
---c 

da 


di 

RFLX (reflexive/reciprocal) 


POSS (possessive) 


DAT (dative) 


BEN (benefactive) 


Table 3.6.1-5 Inner Instrumentals (lIN) 

TOOL (....ith a long tool, or by pushing) 


PRESS (by pressing) 


STRIKE (by violent action) 


FOOT 


MOUTH 


HAND 
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Table'-3~6.1-6·Auxi1iaries (AUX) 

: I 
I 

I I 

I USEI 

I ,, J 

CAUSE 


AUX (apparently empty) J. S~ - La. '-- ))0-. ( )Ui{ ~
- ~\ 
AUX (apparently empty) fW"~~ I~ 

Table 3.6.1-7 Modals (MODAL) 

I ' , 
ttE 

eka 
--.; 

ttattE 

tteikhe 
'-

tteithe 

eithe 
(;;> 

ttatteithe 
C 

ethe 

i I 

etheka 
c 

theka 
(.. 

~ ta
c:: 

FUT (future, irrealis) 

OPT (optative) 

FUT (future of 

FUT (used only 

POSSIBILITY 
POSSIBILITY 

POSSIBILITY 

OBLIGATION 

INCLINATION 

INCLINATION 

(?) 

certinty) 

Wit~ first person) 

~ 
~ h- ~9:'S (h.~ 

CI \;,,_~ I h,,,,,-* 

~~CS-
6..~~-.h 
~.:t ~-



NOM + ROOT 

[ (
I . 

r l 
~ 

: \~ 

r . 
I I 

I I
I 

i 
I 

I I 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

NOM + OIN 

(0) 

wa/mlI 'bleed' 
£ 

/
wa/kazE 'teach', cf. 

C 

I
wa/dathE 'eat things (Intrans.y, cf. /dathE 'eat 

Cfrans.) f 

1:"'~r< 
I ' 

e/[h]E 'sayf;:Je./ ~ Q.f5-t 

I (AuSf:: ~ 
e/dE 'think' ~ RE:r .. if ~W:1? 

I
kka/tha 'bridle' (= kka 'sinew' + tha 'contact') 

(. L --z:; ~ 

~//kda 'broil meat' (= ~e 'flesh' + kda 'broil')
C ~ 

.. / " I'zama/xa 'whittle' (za 'wood' + ~ CUT + xa (?))
L ---,;

I
/kazE 'pretend, demonstrate' 

c 

I 
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(11 ) 

NOM + ADV 

(12) 

NOM + NOM 

i I 

lit (13) 

OIN + ADV 

, I 
(14) 

OIN + IIN 

I 
(15) 

, I 

(16)!. 
I 

I 

Iwa/pahi 'graze' (~ INDEF + ~ TOOL + hi (?)) 

" I a tree' (~a 'wood' + a ON +zaa/pasate 'push against
c -.:: 
~ TOOL + satE 'hold') 

/(Os) wawe/paha 'be a witness; know something for someone' 
(.

wa INDEF + ~ INDEF + (/paha, 'know') 

(Os) tfa/makka 'be patient, endure' (ti SPONTANEOUS + 
c 

a ON + makka (?)) 
v 

~~)~~I
\'~ 

/ 

(Os) tfpizeD<agE 'dry clothing' (ta HEAT + ~ PRESS + 


~ (?) + kagE '~ake, do') 

I rope with knife' <121 CUT + 

~ TOOL + xE (?)) 

(Os) pa/paxE 'cut cord or 



I 
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ADV 	 + ROOT 

i
, 

i 
f 

(17)
it 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

ADV 	 + IIN 

(21) 

ADV 	 + 1M 

(22) 

ADV 	 + ADV 

"
(23) 

I 	 /1
(Os) 	 a/t~pE 'watch over' (~ON + tipE 'see') 

'j 

. 	 / / I 
(Os) 	 ittpe /kagE 'imitate' (i WITH +t2pE 'see' + 

kagE 'make, do') 

I
(Os) 	utape eakei 'pleasing to look at' (E. IN + 

, t.. 

/ttPE 	'see' + eaket !good') 

I 	 /
(Os) 	 ueu/ttpE 'give thought to! (ueu ABOUT + ttPE 'see') 

aJpitha 'touch with palm' (~ON + £i PRESS + tha 'contact')
c; 	 ---c 

(Os) 	:/ki tapE 'watch over one's own' (/.. ON + kf POSS + 
£ 

ItapE 	 'see') 

" 

(Os) 	 iea£asu 'point at with finger' ({ WITH + intrusive 

I e + 	a/pasu 'point at') 
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/ 	 ,. " (24) (Os) iukeakhi 'moisten ftnger in mouth' (~WITH + 
.':.. Z; 

u IN + k POSS + ea MOUTH + khi (?))-.- --r 

[ 
i' 	 I 

(25) (Os) uikeana 'cause offence' (~ IN + ikeana 'commit 
z:;. ....., 	 ~ 

I . - {,....., .
crime') 

(26) 	 (Os) Jatasake 'scab' (~IN + ~ ON + ta/HEAT + sakE 

'harden, form crust?') 

TM + IIN 

(27) 	 (Os) /ki~azi 'drive one's own horses' (ki
I 

POSS + 

~ TOOL + 3i (?)) 

IIN + lIN 

(28) 	 (Os) kap(zE 'dry by action of wind' (ka STRIKE + 

Ei PRESS + zE (?)) 

I(29) 	 (Os) Ipaaze 'repel' (~ TOOL + ka STRIKE + zE (?), 

cf. kazE 'cut with a blow') 

I
(30) (Os)teieitha 'straighten by hand pressure' (Ei PRESS 

. l 

+ ei HAND + tha 'contact', cf. eitha 'touch') 
- -I.. 	 " 

It 
\ 

! 



(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

ROOT + MODAL 

(35) 

(36) 

/

Ika/ea 'desire' (? ka THUS + ea AUX)
(, -r 

(Os) tki/pi/a 'be accustomed to' 

t. 

t'e1eE 'kill' (t'E 'die' + eE CAUSE) 

(Os) Inf/ei 'fail to understand' 
" L 

I 

ei'atte 'will fail, may fail' (ei'a 'fail' + 
FUT) 

Iklle eka 'deSire + OPT' 
" --V 
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3.6.2 Pronominalization 

This discussion of the pronominalization of the OP verb is 

divided into five subsections: 

1) the pronominal morphemes; 

2) the rules governing the relative order of the pronomin

al morphemes with respect to each other; 

3) the rules governing the insertion of the pronominal 

morphemes within the verb stem; 

4) the rules governing the use of the plural markerj and 

5) formation of the imperative. 
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3.6.2.1 Pronominal Morphemes 

Pronominals are divided into two basic types - patient and 

agent. Each of these types has two subtypes. In the patient 

pronominals the basis of the division is semantic. The first 

subtype, patient pronominals proper, are used to mark patient 

concord in stative and transitive verbs. The second subtype are 

the dative pronominals. These are used to mark patient concord 

in special groups of derived verbs that show patient concord with 

an affected dative instead of a patient proper. These derived 

verbs all contain the TM morpheme ki DAT. Examples of dative 
~ ~'ik.'y 

derivatives are ul ixpaeE 'be lost to one' « u/xpfeE 'be lost, 

grope'), kIp: 'summon, invite' « ~ 'shout'), kitgE 'make for 

I
one' (kkagE 'make, do'). Historically the dative pronominals 

are contractions of the patient pronominals proper with a following 

ki DAT. In fact, it is still the case that ki always disappears 

following a dative pronominal. However, at present the dative 

pronominals take th~same form even when other morphemes intervene 

between them and ki, as for example in the pronominal-dative 

fragment ide DlsA2 + DAT 'you to me' < ida DlsA2 + k{ DAT. In 
r- -r--

other words, the contractions of the patient pronominals with 

following ki DAT have been generalized to replace ~ll patient 

pronominals in dative verbs, creating a special set of dative 

"pronominals. The patient and dative pronominals are listed in 

table 3.6.2.1-1. 
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I Table 3.6.2.1-1 Patient Pronominals (P) 

Patient Dative 

I PIs a iL I ; 

P2 Eli
I' P3 

Eli 

(ki) 

PIp wa +Uir wi + (a\ we + (a)I 2P3p wa we 

I 
1 

wa + a > ~ except in combination with ki DAT, i WITH, or Wit.. 
! 

\f.i-e...LL J W1PI £ IN~ all of which are inserted between wa and a. ().,-e..--6... 

~\..UJ(;;...
2 

wa is used only in transitive verbs. 
r 

~ 
Table 3.6.2.1-2 Agent Pronominals (A) 

Full Set Syncopated Set 

I 3 *wak >/ ak .... a 
3Alp *wak ) ak .... a 

I' L t... /. L ~ l. 

I 
I 1 

Variants dependent on the stem class: ~ in t-stems. 1 in one type 

Iof k-stems. ¢ in some h-stems • .m. in -stems. Jl. otherwise. 

2S~ h t1t • .I 'II., ..r h . 
_ '" _ '" VJ as a1 ternants 1n a-stems; .z.. 1n -stems;.§.. ot erW1se. 

3 
The ak alternant occurs only before the adverbia1s ~ ON and u IN. , 

~S 

Als 

A2 

A3 

*wa 

*ya 

) 

) 

~ p:s Ov ------. 
\ .. 

a I 
I *w 

O~ \ 

>t;:-t. k· 0~m)1
:I 

*y > s..... C's-h .... 0 -z11)2Ela 
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Agent pronominals are divided into full and syncopated sets. 


1 The latter set is actually several closely related sets which 

j 

I I treat together as a convenience. The two sets differ in their 
:i 

A1s and A2 forms and share a common Alp form. There is no difference 
\ 

) 

• 
in meaning between the two sets; they are simply used with differ

ent groups of verbs. The fullv syncopated alternation derives 

from Proto-Siouan (cf. Koontz 1983), in which the A1s and A2 full 

pronominals were *wa and *~, respectively. while the corresponding 

syncopated forms were *~ and *L' which seem to have been used 

• 

• only before certain consonants in the stem. While and *~ 

have given rise to the OP full forms ~ A1s and ea A2, the devel

opments of -l:".:! and *L are generally more complex and various, and 

lose the obvious parallelism with the full forms that existed 

in Proto-Siouan. In addition, the conditioning of the use of/he 

syncopated pronouns has become largely a matter of the identity 

I 	 of the following root or other morpheme (cf. section 3.6.4.1). 

The forms of the agent pronominals are given in table 3.6.2.1-2. 

In most cases in transitive verbs the agent and patient pro

nominals coexist when necessary. There is one exception to this 

rule, in the form of the special portmanteau morpheme wi A1P2, 

I 	 which is used whenever the A1s and P2 categories co-occur. This
i

• 	 portmanteau is probably the development of earlier syncopated 

\ 	 *w A1s + 'Yi P2, where *.Yi is the ancestor in Proto-Siouan of OP 


Eli P2l'lo.,~ ~tt~Df).f~ ~ /' ).
~ 	
~ 
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When the agent pronominals or the por~manteau wi precede 

the dative marker ki, they may contract with it. This never happens 

with the possessive marker kf. As stated above, contractions 

of the patient pronominals with dative ki are automatic, and the 

resulting forms have been generalized to replace all patient pronom

inals in derived dative verbs. The conditioning of the agent 

pronominals and ki DAT is discussed in section 3.6.3, under the 

rule of k-Lenition. The contractions that occur between pronominals 

and ki are summarized in table 3.6.2.1-3. 
~ 

~' 
(e .Jt,.~ 

" Contractions between ki DAT and agent pronominals~only 
~ 

occur when the agent pronominals in question are full forms~ As 
-' 

it happens, only full forms of the agent pronominals can occur 

before kiDAT. In the case of verbs whose underlying stern uses 

the syncopated forms, the dative derivatives actua~have two sets 

of agent pronominals: the full set before the dative marker, 

and the syncopated set before the underlying stem's initial. 

The details of such patterns are given in section 3.6.2.3, which 

deals with the rules governing the insertion of pronominals into 

the verb stem. Section 3.6.4.1 gives a synopsis of the forms 

of the dative stems and their pronominalization patterns. 

N~M 
~ \4'5 
~~~cJ 
\.AI\. ~kc!,~ 

,
~~ l 

w- »c..b.k'l. . 

li'luL~ 

~ ~:; 

('1'0 l?~~io~ . I
I...M-.•\....l..~ 

1.A-~ 


~.I,~-

I.N--)'S~ 

\l<->c.,....s ru...~ 


puSS ~ ")1'


cPr c '>\.\-u.,.. 



Table 3.6.2-3 Dative Contractions 

Als + P3 + DAT a + 0 + k{ = e 
/ 

-,i 

A2 + P3 + DAT Ela + 0 + k{ = El{ 

(A3 + P3 + DAT 0 + 0 + ki = ki) 

Alp + P3 + DAT a + 0 + kf = 1
/ 

i. L 

AIP2 + DAT wi /
+ 0 + k! = wi 

A3 + PIs + DAT 0 + a + ki = i
'- ... 

A3 + P2 + DAT 0 + ai + ki = Eli 

(A3 + P3 + DAT 0 + 0 + ki = ki) 

A3 + PIp + DAT 0 + wa + ki + a = we + CaJ"'-'wi +(a) 

A3 + P3p + DAT 0 + wa + ki = we 



3.6.2.2 Pronominal Ordering 

The agent and patient pronominals co-occur in transitive 

verbs, as stated in the overview. Transitive verbs include for 

present purposes not only strictly transitive verbs, simple or 

!, 
1

, I 
i 
f 
1 

derived, but also appropriate dative verbs. Note that reflexive 

and possessive TM-morpheme derived stems do not have separate 

agent and patient, while it appears that benefactive derivatives, 

which might be expected to have full paradigms, have only forms 

with third person (i.e., zero) patients. (At any rate, no other 

forms have been noted, and these are all that Dorsey ms (139) 

gives.) 

In order to discuss the relative ordering of pronominals 

in transitive verbs, it is necessary to distinguish four classes 

of pronominals, as given in table 3.6.2.2-1. Note that of these 

classes, class AI is actually a subclass of class A. Except when 
~ 

ECo-occurs with WA, AI behaves 89 6 member of A. In terms of 

the four classes, the ordering of the pronorninals with respect 

to each other can be stated as in (37). 

(37) INCL > WA > A, except WA = we > INCL 

AI > WA 

Within A, Is > 2, when they are not merged as 

a portmanteau. 



- -

I 
, . 
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--:T~blej.6.2.2-I Pronominal Classes for Order 

Class 

A 

A' 

(Subset of A 

used when WA 

Qoes R~ co

occuISl 

INCL 

WA 

Membership 

A2 ea 

P2 ai, D2 ei 

All syncopated agent pronominals 

for Als and A2. 

The second morpheme ~ in wa + a 

PIp, and we""'wi +.§. DIp. 

Class A' when class WA does not 

co-occur. 

Als a 

PIs 9, DIs i 
... I-

Alp ak ...... a 
{.., t. 

The 	 first morpheme wa in wa + a PIp, 
and we t<.iwi +l!. DIp. 

P3p wa (and also other occurences of 

wa as INDEF or root initial 

morpheme ) 

D3p we 



l 

• , ·,-,riC<~~"'Y· ' ..
, \., /~i;:t;'c'?['; 

~:, ;!~" 

.. 

This ordering screme may otherwise be stat'ed as a matrix of orde:r:ing 

relations, per table 3.6.2.2-2. 

The portmanteau wi A1P2 could be regarded as a member of 

A (but not A') for present purposes, based on its ordering behavior. 

However, for a reason which will become obvious in section 3.6.2.3, 

I would like to treat wi as a morpheme introduced secondarily 

whenever Als and P2 co-occur. Since these two categories never 

appear together on the surface in a verb realized with two distinct 

morphemes not including wi, we cannot say what order Als and P2 

occur in with respect to each other. For convenience we may assume 

the order Als + P2, since this was probably the historical order 

of the Proto-Siouan morphemes which coalescea to form wi, cf. 

section 3.6.2.1. 

Examples of conjugated verb forms may be found in section 

3.6.2.3. Sample transitive paradigms are included in section 

3.6.4.2. 

, 
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Table 3.6.2.2-2 Pronoun Ordering Matrix 

P 1s 2 3s 3p 1p
A 
1s = 0 > 

~ 

2 < 0 < < 
3 0 0 0 0 0 


Ip > 0 >1< 


Key 

o No combination, since 3s is 0. 

Combination does not occur. 


> A precedes P. 


< P precedes A. 


>1< Situ~tion varies: A > P, but A < Dative P. 


= A and P represented by a portmanteau form. 


, 
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3.6.2.3 Pronominal Positioning 

The rules for the placement of pronominals in OP verb stems 

are complex. To account for the patterns observed, it is necessary 

to distinguish the same set of pronominal classes distinguished 

in discussing pronominal order (see table 3.6.2.2-1), with the 

addition of one more) A", consisting of the A1s and A2 agent pro

nominals, full and syncopated. The class A" is again a subclass 

of A. A" must be distinguished because there are certain positions 

within verb sterns which receive secondary echo copies of agent 

A pronominals that appear in the main A position. The portmanteau 

wi is not included in any of the pronominal sets, but is introduced 

after pronominalization to replace appropriate P2 ai and D2 ai 

pronominals. 

In addition to the pronominal classes, it is necessary to 

distinguish six classes of verb stem constituents. These are given 

in table 3.6.2.3-1. The form of the verb stem in terms of these 

constitutents is given in (38). 

BASE)
(38) + (Z)LY) + ('1')"1-1TM 

BASE' 

That is, verb stems may contain initial prever~ nonmoveable 

or moveable, followed by a required base, which must be either 



, 
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c _Table 3.6.2.3-1 Verb Stem Constituent Classes for Fronominalization 

,Class Description 
, 

, 
, 

Y Nonmoveable Preverb :r 
Y' Moveable Pre verb 

-!-

1 
't: 
'i
;t'

TM 	 Transitivity Modifier f 
! 

BASE Base 	 f 
}

BASE' Syncopating Base 

Z Auxiliary 

, 
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s~ 

a nonsyncopating base or a TM consituent-followed by a syncopating 
• • "!'"".: ~~ ":.". .. • 

base, and the whole may be followed by a auxiliary constituent. 

All of these constituents are defined in ways specific to the 

present discussion. That is, though the derivational morphemes 

of verb stems can be mapped onto the stem constituent types in 

the fashion described below, the stem constituent classes are 

not the basic elements of verb stem derivation, but are only rele

vant to pronominalization. 

-I 
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Preverbs are morpheme sequences which precede the main stem 

and can be separated from it by pronominals. There are two classes 

of preverbs, moveable and nonmoveable. The nonmoveable preverbs (Y) ; 

precede all members of the pronominal classes INCL and A. In con

trast, the moveable preverbs (Y') precede A pronominals but follow 

INCL pronominals. The term moveable is intended to suggest this 

variability in position relative to the pronominal slot, though 

the term moveable is not particularly apt in the context. Nonmoveable 

preverbs comprise: 

1) incorporated nominals (NOM), including~, 


2) outer instrumentals (OIN), 


3) the subsequence ue of the ueu ABOUT adverbial, 


4) subordinated verbs and adverbs used with the eE IV khi€iE 

/

causative or kagE causative, and 
/

5) some initial sequences of infixing roots, like na of na/2J2E
-,:; c 

6) sequences of the foregoing. 'fear' ; and 

Moveable preverbs are a much smaller set, comprising only: 

1) the 1 ON, ~ IN, and i WITH adverbials (when last in a 

sequence of adverbials, or when alone), 

2) the final ~ of the ueu ABOUT adverbial (historically a 

special case of a final adverbial in a sequence). 

3) initial i of the i + ki BEN TM morpheme, and 

I
4) some initial sequences of infixing roots, like rna in ma/elJ -r ",,, 

'steal' . 



, I 
( 
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Transitivity modifier constituents (TM) are: 

1) kki RFLX and kf POSS with syncopating p-, t-, and k-stems, 

and 

2) ki DAT and the ki of i + ki BEN with all syncopating 

stems. 

All other TM morphemes fail to form TM consituents, and form part 

of the base. 

Bases (BASE and BASE') comprise: 

1) sequences of TM + lIN + ROOT in which TM is not defined 

as a TM constituent per the preceding, 

2) sequences of lIN + ROOT otherwise, and 

3) auxiliary eE IV khieE and kagE causatives. 

The base constituents must be subdivided into two sUbtypes: ( 

syncopating bases (BASEl), which are bases that are preceded by 

a TM constituent, and nonsyncopating bases .(BASE), which are bases 

not preceded by a TM constituent, even if the base actually follows 

the syncopating paradigm. The BASE or TM + BASE' sequence is 

the central portion of the verb stem, before which the primary 

group of A pronominals are positioned. 



$ 

~ I 
! 
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Auxiliary or Z constituents follow the base. The auxiliary 

constituents are: 

1) da AUX, 

2) di AUX, and 
~ 

3) ~ + ~i NEG, in respect of its first person forms only. 

Given the defined classes of pronominals and verb stem con

stituents, the positioning of the pronominals in the verb stem 

can be described with (39). 

Recall that AI and AI! are (overlapping) subsets of A, and that AI 

is only separate from A when WA pronominals co-occur, while AI! 

consists only of agent pronominals copying agent pronominals in 

A. Note that (39) contains no statement of the form of the A 

pronominals. Before~ BASE', syncopating conjugation BASE, 

and Z the agent pronominals are taken from the syncopated set. 

Otherwise they are taken from the full set. Patient pronominals 

come from the dative set in dative derivatives, and from the pat

ient pronominals proper otherwise. In addition, the form of some 

pronominals before or after Y' may be altered by virtue of the 
/ 

use of the ¥ alternate of ~""'¥ Alp before the ~ ON and u IN 

adverb~a15 (which are Y' forms), or the insertion of glide d or w 
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between some Y' and some A pronominals. 

There is one serious drawback in (39). A comparison of (39) 

and (38) will reveal an inconsistancy. This inconsistancy is 

that formula (38) asserts the orderINCL > WA (i.e., Alp a pre
L 

cedes P3p~, but not D3p we), while formula (39) asserts that 

WA > Y > INCL in all cases. Thus (38) says that INCL > WA, while 

• 

(39) says that WA > INCL. The assertion that WA > Y > INCL is 

based on the observations that WA > Y and Y > INCL. Since it 

is potentially possible for WA, Y, and INCL to co-occur, this 

leads to the prediction of (39). It appears that this awkward 

contradiction is inherent in the language. Because of holes in 

i my data, I do not actually know what happens when WA, Y, and INCL 

co-occur. There is a somewhat similar problem in Dakhota which 

is resolved variably by either violating one of the rules or dup

licating the Y in different positions (Rood &Taylor ms:9S). 

Another minor difficulty arises from the existance of a few 

exceptions to the A' > WA rule, as in (40) and (41) • 

.I 	 I
(40) 	 (Os) wa + a + a + kkippa -> waakkippa 'I meet them' 

P3p ON A1s meet (ilkkippa 'meet') 

Here the expected form would be~'wakkippa. 
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(41) (Os) 'Wa
i' 

+ a + 'Wa + nak' a
L (..I 

P3p A1s hear A1s P3p hear 

'I hear them' 'I hear them' 

These forms are from LaFlesche (1932:182. 192, 197). 

In a few cases. INCL form ~ Alp precedes an OIN morpheme 
'" 

which it should theoretically follow, on the basis of the claims 

made in (39). For an example, see (43) below. 

, l 
& 

1 • 
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't
I , 

Examples 

/
(42) A' > WA: (Os) a'Wak'i 'I give something' 

t. 	 /
(Os) 'I bleed' ('Wa/pi)~'W~p~ 	 , 

/
(Os) a'Wakhice 'I missed hitting them' 

I 
(Os) awakkaR6a 'I raided them' (~ka/6a)

-- (.. 	 '..:.....;;-7'-c..:...;;;~ 

I
(43) WA > Y: (Os) ~appe 'I am frightened' (n7/ppE) 

/ 	 I
(Os) wamaxeaae 'I cheat them' (maxe/aE)

l 	 ~----

(44) Y > INCL: (Os) p£azatta 'we slit it' (p{/zattE 'slit 
(... 

with knife') 

butap~iakai ''We enlarged it' 
L 

/ . 
(pa/takE 'enlarge 'With knife') 

I 

(45) INCL > y': (Os) akatapai ''We watched over him'(a/tapE
kV 	 "

'watch over') 

(46) Y' > A: (Os) fttape 'I watched over him' (£/tapE)
-. t. 	 !/ 

(Os) {ace 'I embraced him' (~/cE 'embrace') 

(Os) 'eace 'you embraced him' 

If' 	
" /

(47) 	 A > TM > BASE': (Os) aakistape 'you look at your own' 
'" 

(/ki/ttpE 'look at one's o'Wn < /t~pE 
~ 	 L 

'see') 

b 
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(48) 
. (! IA + BASE + A + AUX: (Os) kkapaa 'I desire it't..,.. 

I
(lka/aa)

& Jill'. 

lot /.,
(Os) skasna 'you desire it' 

"" e, 



i 
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I stated above that wi AIP2 must be introduced into the a1

ready pronominalized verb stem later. replacing appropriate instances 

of P2 ei or D2 ei. The rule for this introduction is that it 
'j 

occurs in any verb stem which also has an Als pronominal (full or 

syncopated) in it. If the Als pronominal adjacent to wi is the 
tk lo.He.r 

full Als pronominal 2.,. then ~ isvdeleted. Example (49) shows 
",\1.0 lfl_ 

wi in a nonsyncopating form; example ($0) in a~yncopating form, 

accompanied by a syncopated Als pronominal ~. 

./ I 
(49) (Os) wlapea 'I beat you in a contest' (la/ea 'abandon') 

-c.,. i.. 

. / I
(50) (Os) wltt~pe 'I see you' (ltaEE 'see') 

I,... <.

" 
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, 
3.6.2.4 The Plural Marker and Its Substitutes 

I 

The OP pronominal system's plural marker (a reanalyzed augment 
'J 

morpheme, per the overview) is i~~. This morpheme is suffixed 

to the verb base or conjugated auxiliary. The same marker is 

used in both the agent and patient plural, and, in fact, the marker 

may only occur once, even if both the agent and patient are plural. 

The rules governing the presence of the plural marker are: 

1) It never appears 
, 

for Als or PIs or DIs pronominals. 

2) It always appears for Alp, PIp, or DIp pronominals. 

3) It appears for. A2, P2, D2, and A3 pronominals (including 
~ 

A3 0), if the referent is to be marked plural.
I 

4) It never appears for P3 0 marking singular. 

5) It never appears for P3p wa marking plural third person 

patient (presumably because it would be superfluous). 

These basic rules are subject to several additional constraints. 

First, plurality of third persons is never marked in the verb 

if explicitly indicated by a quantifier. 

.., I . ,I I
(51) 1.2.a sake iw{xpad {te napa wepaha ... t. ( .. .. 

tl:. \5
horse they are lost to me TOPIC two he knew them 

" he knew two horses which I had lost (were lost to me) 
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V / I I /
(52) 11.1 saa tupa tti am ama... 

~ Dakhota SOME they camped EXIST QUOTE 
\ 

I ' There were some Dakhotas camping. 
'j 

It appears that the plurality of ina\mates is also not marked 
" 

with the plural marker. 

I
(53) kkatehi 

I.. 

finally plum tree,' the cliffs at the 
I t.(J){1, .' 

{kappamuxti \ R<ba? 1eistaxti 
I 

weighted with fruit adhering in clusters 

"/ j I 
ntz~ a~h ama 

'J::
they stood P:ROGRQUOTE 

~f? 
As you'd expect, there were plum trees standing 

on the cliff, weighed down with clusters 

of fruit. 

/ e' /(53) 559.13 kkate ke lse 
v 

·~t 
plum, the he was pulling .. off 

He was stripping down plums. 

/ I
Neither kkatehi 'plums tree(s)' in (52), nor kate ke 'the (collect

c --z:.- 

ive) plu~y in (53) govern a plural in their respective verbs. 

i 
I 

~ 
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'1 
 Under conditions which I do not fully understand, plurality 


is attributed to third person singular agents, and in such cases 

~l the plural marker accompanies the verb. According to Dorsey 

(1891:29), the same conditions that govern the use of the agent

1 
l 


forms of the animate gender definite articles also govern the 


use of attributed plurality. Agents not attributed plurality 


use the nonagent forms of the articles. See section 3.7.3.2 for 

1 extracts of Dorsey's informants' comments. Essentially, they(<I kt: ';;..{,) 

suggested that deliberate action and visibility might be involved."".! 
Visibility, relative to the speaker and hearer both, does seem 

to be one element in the conditioning. Text I (see Appendix A) 

discu1es extensively the individual Henry Rice, who is not visible 
f. 

to either the speaker (letter writer) or hearer (letter receiver). 

Nowhere is Henry Rice attributed plurality. It is perhaps con

sistant with this that singular agents in Text II (see Appendix 

~! 	 A) are not attributed plurality in scene-setting sentences (54), 

but do receive it afterward (55). 

(54) II.3 wi uk~sa e~ 
<.. ... 

one wander he went there 

one of them went wandering 

I
(55) II.4 khi tteaai-

and he killed him 



Though (54) follows (53) immediately, and has the same agent, 

the agent is plural in (54) and singular in (53). 
'j 

The i~£i marker appears as i under normal circumstances. 

However, under certain morphological conditions £i appears instead. 

The conditions identified so far are: 

.' 	 /
1) before the quotative ~; 

'", I 	 f. 	 (56) 11.2 wahasna hekapat'ipi arna 
(. ... 

' 

restless he was not a little QUOTE 

he was not a little restless 

2) before the conJ'unctions eka SINCE and kki WHEN; 
~ 	 -- 

(57) 11.14 "hi" api eka 
t". 	 L. 

"hi" he said it SINCE 
I-

having said "hi" 
L 

(58) 	 II .2 u{hapi kki 

he joined them WHEN 

(eveN if he joined them 

, 
I 

I 



------------
I 
\ 

' 
3) 	 before the negative postc1itic~} + h. 

~1e use of ~ in negatives is illustrated in (56) 

in h'kapa~i, where the p in -pa~iis probably from 

~. Since two instances of ~ appear in this form 

if this ~ is counted, it is probable that speakers 

do not see this ~ as a real one, but only as part 
c 

the peculiar m~rphology of the negative. 

4) Pi also appears in songs, as in (59). 

. /". k " 	. I
(59) 358.6 "Naha nlaSl apl ehe. lI (sung)

(. v e; 

Oh mother, they are men, 1 said.,

This can be compared with the version in the text 

discussing the song. 

/ I /
(60) 358.2 n~ha tieama niasikai ha ... , 

oh mother, these the they are men DECL 

Oh mother, these are men 

In verbs of motion plurality is marked either secondarily 
I 

or solely with the ~ ON adverbial, evidently in a commi\-ative 

sense. 

.........-

.~ 

100 


NJ.5h«s 
f~ 
cJ..;..; r"t!-Pt oJ. 
~ ~lLK. 
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I 
(61) 11.5 waha aea! (~ + dE + i)... 

move camp he went ON go PL 

'j 

/ 	 /(62) 	 11.7 ee 
/ 

waha 
<I-

/ 
aee (~ + dE) akha 

TInS move camp he went ON go the 

this one who moved camp 

) 
I. 	 i These two examples also show that the ~ 

I 
plural acts as an attrib

uted plural just as the it" .Ei plural does. 

L 

'" 
i I 

I 

~ 
r I 

~\ 
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, 
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~,:;~W,~t8t· 

, J , 
3.6.2. 5 Impe.r~.t.iyes: 

Imperative verbs use the stem of the verb, without second' 

person pronominals. The postclitic particles of the imperative, 

ka (male speaker) and ~ (female speaker), are appended to the 

stem. 

I I I,
(63) II .9 khi wa'u akha, "ttiati make).I a" 

t.. L. 

and woman the to the tent get back! IMP 

And the woman [said], "Get back to the tentl" 



> 
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3.6.3 Phonological Rules Affecting Verbs 

The following notes on OP phonological rules affecting verbs 
'.i 

are extremely preliminary. The rules indicated are restricted 

to those whose influence in verbal forms is most obvious and most 

nearly regular and widespread. An examination of the paradigms 

in section 3.6.4 will show that other rules could certainly be 

adduced. All of the rules below have analogies in closely related 

Siouan languages and are evidently the morphologized descendents 

of automatic phonetic processes in ancestral forms of Siouan. 

Reduction of the remnants to a rigorous set of rules would require 

r a better grasp of OP data than I can presently claim. 

RULE 1 Glide-a Insertion 

This rule reflects original epenthetic *y inserted between 

a front vowel and an adjacent vowel in another morpheme. The 

original *y was later rhotacized, and the resultant *r appears 

in OP as e. 

Examples 

(65) i WITH + a A1s -> iea ~ 
I 
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(66) 	 i WITH + a ON -) iea 

(67) 	 *i WITH + u IN -) ueu ABOUT '.i 

(68) 	 ~ Alp + i WITH -) aea 

L ~ 


Examples (67) and (68) show that the original conditioning of 

the rule can be obscured, in this case by the operation of Rule 

3 Vowel Assimilation. Rule 1 does not affect the output of Rule 
I , 

2 k-Lenition or the adverbial sequences a ON + i WITH or ~ IN 

I 	 I
+ i WITH. Nor does it affect all 1: WITH + ~ IN sequences, cf. 


""" 
 inW Os iGkeakhi 'moisten fingers /the mouth'. 
C 

RL~E 1a 	 Glide-w Insertion 

An analogous rule of insertion affects some sequences of 

u and another vowel. 

Examples 

(70) 	 ueu ABOUT + ~ t..1s -) ueuwa 
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h..t. ~~ 
The fact that ~ pattern is not listed by Dorsey ms (137) for 

the first person of ~ IN adverbial stems is probably an ortho

graphical convention. since LaFlesche (1932) lists the first 

persons of such forms in Osage as in (71). 

(71) (Os) u IN + a A1s -> uwa 

RULE 2 k-Lenition 

/
(72) k -> 0 / V# V 

In practice this rule affects only the following sequences. 

(73) k{ DAT ll' PRO} + -- ~ + BASEl ADV [ kef STRIKE J 

I 
ki DAT + katE 'make, do' 

i + PRO + kf BEN + BASE 

Examples 

(73) ~ Als + k{ DAT + ~ A1s + klte 'make. do' 
I ,

-> eppate 'I make for him' (via ~ + ippage) 
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I 
(74) a Als + k£ STRIKE + ka -) aka 	 'I chop' (via a£ka)

--c, --,;:. ---r 

I.(75) u IN + k{ DAT + ha -) ulha 'he joined' 
'i 

I
(76) 	 a ON + ki STRIKE + ka -) aka 'he slices for 


drying' 


I 	
k

. I(77) ki DAT + ka~e 'make' -) lage 	 'he makes for him' 

viN.B. LaFlesche lists the corresponding Osage form as kSlge or 
v'/

kCige. 

(78) + Als + -) iee' (via ieah 

The sequence PRO + kf POSS is not affected; nor are the few 
I . 

additional k-initial verb roots of OP, like kazE 'immitate, demon
-,; 

strate, etc.' In addition, ki DAT and ka STRIKE are only affected 

if the stress falls on them, as (79) and (80) demonstrate. 

(79) u IN + ~ 
/ 

Als + ka STRIKE + ta -) 
/ 	 "" 

uakata 'I pound it in' 
' 

I -~ 	 I(80) u IN + a Als,,/+ nazi 'stand' -) uakinaZi 'I 
- II l"7I 	 ... '" 

follow someone' 	 i.l W!4 
I 

_." 
7 
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RULE 2a e-Formation 

(81) a1
I 

-) e, when ai
I 

results from a + ki 

This affects the sequences of (82). 

(82) 

[J
:\\ 

1,' '\t-<~"; 

Examples 

(Os) 

a A1s 

tia A2 

wa (in wa + a PIp) 

wa P3p 

a ON 

(83) / a ON + kf DAT + tiaska 
- t... 

/
e/tiaska 'fit one' .. 

+ ki 	DAT[ 	 ), 
k( in 	i + ki BEN 

'be of a size' -) 

See also table 3.6.2.1-2, and examples (73) and (78). 

RULE 3 Vowel Assimilation 

(84) 	 V is assimilated to V across ti or w 
[weak] [strong] 

This process has been exemplified above in (67) and (68). 
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It appears that nasal vowels are relatively stronger than oral 

vowels a, i, and u, but not e, and that oral vowel u is stronger 

than i, but not other oral vowels or nasal vowels. 

~-~ V > \/ 	
'i 

(.. 

RULE 4 	 Ablaut L.l? t 

(85) E -) 	 PLa/ 	 J?!." .! 

ka ... a IMP 
I 

IhkhE PROGR 
.... 

+ ",(§!) Z1 NEG 

-) el elsewhere 

It appears that verb root final le/ and final /el of ttE, 

the unreal condition/future postclitic are all E. No exception 

to the rule that stem final e is an E is known at present. It 

may be that OP ablaut can be accounted for by positing a special 

morpheme ~ that intervenes between the verb and certain following 

morphemes, causing replacement of final underlying e by virtue 

of the usual rule of reduction of two vowel sequences (VI + V2 

-) V2). The details of this have not been examined. It has already 

been suggested that a-grade vowels before reflexes of Proto-Siouan 

*J?!. PL can be accounted for by assuming instead Proto-Siouan *api 

(Rood 1983:27-28). 
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3.6.4 Paradigms 

This section consists of two subsections. The first is a 

conspectus of the agent inflection and 1M-stem formation patterns 

of OPe The second is a collection of basic intransitive and trans

itive paradigms, presented as fully as possible. The pronominal 

paradigms presented in these sections are in principle predictable 

on the basis of the discussion in sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3. In 

practice it is easier to consult the tabls in this section and 

treat the material in the other two as a commentary upon them. 

The addition of the 1M-stem formation information in the first 

subsection constitutes material not prefigured in earlier sections. 



I 
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3.6.4.1 Conspectus of Agent Inflection and 1M-Stem Formation 

OP active and transntive verbs can be divided intoLsix paradigmsl 

based on the forms of the agent pronominals that they take; whether 

• 	 these are full or syncopated, and, if the latter, which forms 

~J,rertakt.j The resulting classes correlate with those 

arrived at independently on a basis of the patterns of 1M-stem 

formation, and of the conjugational form of these 1M stems. They 
with 

also correlate largely, but not entirely, / a classification 

of stems by their initial segment. This initial segment is the 

base initial segment (cf. section 3.6.2.3), not the initial segment 

of the whole derived form, or of the root. 

It appears that any verb stem can be classified when its 
..----------

Als and A3 (0 inflected) forms are known, and that the other 

inflected forms of the verb can be predicted from the resultant 

classification. The A1s forms must be known in order to distinguish 

between, e.g., eE CAUSE, with A1s form aee, and eE 'go there', 

with A1s form~, or between /ki/ea 'desire', with A1s kktpea, 
c.- c ...... c.- z::. 

and/k:~E 'make, do', with Als EP~~E. The A3 forms must be known 

/to distinguish between, e.g., kigE and (Os) Eax1 'rouse from 

sleep', both of which have first persons in ~ •.• 

The six paradigms are presented in tables 3.6.4.1-1 to 3.6.4.1-6. 
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In each paradigm or subparadigm is indicated: 

1) the Als, A2, A3, and Alp (where known) forms; 

2) the productivity, closure, and size (major, minor, or 

irregular) of the paradigm; 

3) the forms of the TM stems (if any) and their paradigms; and 

4) the initial base segments associated with the paradigm. 

A paradigm is productive if new forms can be added; closed 

if unproductive or if all new forms are produced by use of the 

same finite set of base-initial derivational morphemes (e.g., the 

inner instrumentals). An example of a productive but closed para

digm is 5a (table 3.6.4.1-5), which contains a few p-initial roots, 

plus all derivatives formed with the productive inner instrumentals 

~ TOOL and l1 PRESS. Paradigms are major if there are many members; 

minor, if few; irregular, if very few (one or two), and if the 

pattern of the conjugation is not parallel to any other paradigms. 

Thus, 5b (table 3.6.4.1-5) is minor, though it has only one member, 

because the pattern of 5b parallels those of the other paradigm 

5 verbs (Sa, 5c, and 5d). Obviously the size evaluations are 

somewhat arbitrary. 

n 
_c•• J 
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! 
~ 

~", 
Table 3.6.4.1-1 Paradigm 1 

Subparadigm la: Regular 

Status: Productive, open, major 

Initials: Vowels, fricatives, clusters, nasal sonorants, ka STRIKE 

and ki DAT derivatives when no~ subject to lenition, kki RFLX 

and ki
I 

POSS derivatives. 

Is a- RFLX (la) + kki + 

/
2 ea- POSS (la) + kl, + 

3 0- DAT (lb) +ik)i + 

i;';'-' Ip a- BEN i + (li) + (k)i + 
f• 

Subparadigm Ib: Regular Leniting 

Status: Productive, closed, major 

Initials: ka STRIKE and ki DAT derivatives when subject to lenition. 

/ 
Is a-t k)V RFLX (la) + kkike + V 

I 
2 ea-Ck)V POSS (la) + k{ke + V 

3 0-kV DAT (1 b) + ll¢i + (k)V 
/ 

Ip a-(k)V BEN i + (li) + (k){ + kV 
f.. /

N.B. Ike! < ki + (k)V with lenition of k. 

, r 
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Subparadigm 1c: Causative 6E 

Status: Productive, closed, major 

Initials: Restricted to 6E CAUSE derivatives; behavior unusual for 

a 6 initial stem. 

Is a-6E RFLX (la) + kki + 6E 

2 6a-6E POSS (la) + k( + aE 

3 0-6E DAT (la?) + k + hi6E 

1p (~... 0-6E?) BEN i + (Ii) + k + hiaE 

Subparadigm 1d: a/Adverbials 


Status: Productive, closed, major 


/
Initials: Used when a ON precedes a 1a or 1b form. 

/ /
Is a-a- RFLX a + (la) + kki + 

/ I
2 a-aa- POSS a + (?) + kt + 

/ I 
3 a-0- DAT a + (lb) + (k)i + 

1p C}k-a
/ 

BEN i + a 
I 

+ (Ib) + (k)i
" 

Subparadigm Ie: u Adverbials 

Status: Productive, closed, major 

Initials: Used whenever u IN precedes a 1a or Ib form. 

-
"

Is u-a- RFLX ?m·; 

Ifi 
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t 2 u-ea- POSS u-t{?) + k{+ 

3 u-0- DAT u + (lb) + (k)i + 

Ip ~k-u BEN ? 

Subparadigm If: {Adverbial 

Sta tus: Productive, closed, major 

JInitials: Used whenever 1 WITH precedes a 1a or Ib form. 

. e I /Is 1 a- RFLX (Os) 1 + (If) + kki +-
I 

, .I
2 1ea- POSS (Os) i + (If) + kl + 

/ /
3 i- DAT (Os) i + (If) + ki + 

1p aea- BEN ? 
"t:(.. 

Subparadigm Ig: ueu Adverbial 


Status: Productive?, closed, minor? 


Initials: Used whenever ueu ABOUT precedes a 1a or lb form. 


Is ueuw§.- RFLX ? 

2 ueuea- POSS ? 

3 ueu- DAT ueu + (lh) + 

1p aeaku BEN ? 
(..-c

, 

, 
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Table 3.6.4.2-4 Regular Reflexive Personal Paradigm 

Ii fh./ 1,--Als a-kk{-- th
A2 aa-kk{ 

I -tLtA"~~ 
A3 0-kki ~.; ~ttic.. 

,-IAlp a-kb 

Table 3.6.4.2-5 Regular Possessive Personal Paradigm 

rl IAls a-b 

A2 aa-k{[it /A3 0-b 
f') 

j IAlp a-b, 

Table 3.6.4.2-6 Regular Benefactive Personal Paradigm 

'ae/AlsB3 1. 

IA2B3 1.aa 

A3B3 (ki 
/

AlpB3 aaaki-,-,,
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r. i Table 3.6.4.2-7 Regular Transitive Personal Paradigm
d 
, ~\ 

PIs P2 P3 P3p PIp 
.; 

Als wi a a-wa 

A2 a-ea ea wa-ea wa-ea 
7:- - 

A3 a ei 0 wa wa 
7: 

Alp a-ei a a-wa 
T- T "i: -r 

Table 3.6.4.2-8 Regular Dative Personal Paradigm 

DIs D2 D3 D3p DIp 

Als wi e ewe 

A2 i-ee ee we-ee we-ee 
1:- -- -

A3 i ei (ki) we we 
~ 

Alp i-ei i we-a 
1: (..." 
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3.7.5.2 Noun Clauses 

Noun clauses (or 	subject clauses) are essentially similar 

in form to relative clauses, except that the matrix clause does 

not share an NP with the noun clause. Rather, the noun clause 

/a;e~Ic~7. -} ~~+-~. 
as a whole serves as th ~Of the transitive ver~ dr active 

intransitive verb, or as the patient of the stative intransitive 

verb. Two examples of noun clauses have been noted, (116) and 

(117). In both cases the verb is probably stative, and the clause 

marker is ete REF + TOPIC. 

f~: r 
' , 

I /J / . 	 I v.
(116) 477 .9 	 sikaHka wiwhta wakhek ete pp1aZ1 

v 

child mine 	 he is REF-TOPIC it is 
sick not good 

My child I s illness is severe. 

'I. 
(117) 475.10 wik{ttape et ek~mazi 

" 
I see you my own REF-TOPIC it is not likely 

11m not likely to see you, my kin. 

'~~ 

~-···~···~·······I
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3.7.5.3 Complement Clauses 

-" ..~~ 

Certain transitive verbs generally take a~fon embed

ded clause, realized in nominalized form. In most cases, it 

appears that persons coreferential between the main or matrix 

clause and the embedded clause are marked pronominally in the 

embedded clause verb. In addition, it appears that in most cases 

the embedded clause is not followed by a specifier. Some apparent 

counterexamples exist, however for both generalizations. At 

present lack of (located and analyzed) data makes it impossible 

,to decide whether these exceptions are regular features of the 

affected verbs, or whether there are larger considerations, applying 

to all verbs that take complement clauses. 

Examples 

/
Ika/aa 'want, desire' 

t 

I.5.~ I
(118) I wakazuxti kk~paa 

L:
very hones~&ae you interrogate I desire it 

I want you to interrogate 	bthi~ hone!t maH 
~ ..... J~~ 

N.B. I have corrected iatmage 'I interrogate' to {aamage 'you
c 	 c 

" 
interrogate' in this example, based on context. 



I 	 /
(119) 1.6 ana'a kkape eka 

c. '- (. , 
I hear it I desire it OPT 

I would like to hear it 

I 1
(120) 475.1 	 wittape kkapea

'- c. 
I see you I desire it 

I want 	to see you 

'i/eE 'promise' 


I,,' /
(121) 	 476.4 uxeexci ke{ 'lease 

very soon arrive back here you promise it 

Iwlkkapea
(. 

I desire you 

I want you to promise to come back very soon 

N.B. 	 Note that kei, governed by 'iee, is without a second person 

pronoun (expected *eakei) here. An example of 'iee from 

the texts is (122). However, it does not permit a decision 

on person marking, since the main clause verb is a third 

person with zero marking. and the embedded verb might have 

either no marking or zero third person marking. 

/ v / /
( 122) 1. 3. b 	 ueukkie zuake 'iee 

t

he speaks with him he with me he promised it 

He promised to speak with them [pl. in context] 

along with me. 
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· .-.~. 

~a/kbE 'mean, refer to' 

/ . /(123) 482.9 ~w~xpam the awakhe 

I am poor VER I mean it 

I refer to my poverty 

N.B. Example (12~ contains an embedded clOGse followed by an 

article, as does (124). 


/t.e.a I discard, abandon'; et& I say' 

~ 

;: ... I 
(124) 487.17/488.1 nlkkasika ukhee.i the 

<- .. 

person common (=indian) VER 

/ v.kite.a 	 ka eham'izl. 
'" 

abandon your own! IMP I did not say 

I did not say to give up being an 'indian 

N.B. 	 The article the VER, which is inanimate in gender, cannot 

apply in (124) to nikkasika ukhte.i as an animate noun. 
t.-... C 

It must apply to it instead as a stative verb 'being an 

indian'. That is, nlkka~ika ukh/e.i the is an embedded 
c to t:-.

clause. In that event, however, it lacks a pronominal 

inflection for the second person. It is quite possible 

to inflect a noun N to derive a form meaning 'be an N' 
, 

in OP. Dorsey ms (141) lists the inflected form of nikka
c 

oJ I v
sika as nikkae.isika for the second person. Without additional--z:::- C L 
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examples, it is not possible to determine whether the lack 

of inflection in n{kkaSika ukh/ei here is due to the fact 
z;; z; t 

I 
that the governing verb is aea 'dis~_ardf aba ndon't or .,-- - ... 
to the fact that this verb appears here as an uninflected 

imperative, or is due to some other factor entirely. 

J 
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3.7.6 Possession 

Possession is expressed partly in NPs, partly in associated 

verbs. The expression in NPs employs four morphosyntactic devices: 

possessive pronouns prefixed to nouns, and the leE, Itta, and 

ale! constructions. The choice of device, and whether or not --v 

some expression of the possessor is mandatory with all occurences 

of the noun, are functions of both the particular possessed noun 

and of the communicative intent. 

Possessive constructions in OP have been discussed in Boas 

1907:327, Boas & Swanton 1911:947-948, and Dorsey ms (24-25, 26, 

112-114). Boas's treatments (the two are identical) are restricted 

to prefixal pronominal possessors and Itta constructions. Dorsey 

adds the leE construction. 
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3.7.6.1 Prefixed Pronominal Possessors 

The set of pronouns used in prefixed pronominal expression 

of possession are given in table 3.7.6.1-1. 

Examples 

I
(125) 9.3 -wikka 

(, 
'my grandmother' 

~ 
(126) 10.15 aineki 'your mother's brother' 

I 
(127) 348.13 ikaxa'i.' his wite' . 

There does not seem to be a special form for the first person 

plural to parallel the forms in other pronominal paradigms. 

All instances in the CNAE VI texts in which such form might appear 

use wi, ai, or i instead. 

I I 
(128) 220.2 itt?ke waaikai 

c 

one's sister is lacking to us 

We have no sister. 

IJ. / / I(129) 81.4 zlaeha, witttke xake '" aklna ' a4.. ,'" 
oh older brf;ther, my sister crying I heard my own 

Oh older brcther. I heard our sister crying 
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Table 3.7.6.1-1 Possessive Pronominal Prefixes 

Xl 'J 

X2 ei 

X3 i 

Table 3.7.6.1-2 Exceptional Prefixing Paradigms 

I 
 tati I\J ati 'father' naha .... ha 'mother' 
-- -- -,- -z:";-, 

I .Xl ~tat~ Xl fnaha ... ;. .. to 

e' I .X2 ~at~ X2 eihl 
L.

I 'h IX3 ieati X3 ~ a.. 

I 
Voe tatiha Voe naha 

{, 

I 
, 
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All of the nouns noted to follow the prefixal pattern of poss

ession marking are kin terms, though there are a few kin terms, 

like ntilika 'boy, son' which follow other patterns, in this case 
t 

"j 

the /tta pattern. 

Special subvariants of the prefixing pattern occur with 

I I 
two kin terms: -ati...... tati 'father' and ha-naha 'mother'. 

-- --- ---"t -r-

The paradigms for these are given in table 3.7.6.1-2. As indicated, 

these two nouns have special vocative forms, the stems of which 

are also used in the first person singular possessive form. 

There are no known first person plural forms, consistant with 

the pattern found elsewhere in the prefixing possessive paradigm. 

According to G.H. Matthews (1959:254-257) the OP vocative and 

first person stems of these two nouns derive from special vocative 

* ,/ * Istems in Proto-Siouan, tati 'father' and ina 'mother'. used 

in contrast with the referential stems *ati 'father' and *h~ 
(;. 

'mother'. Dorsey ms (113) suggests that the unusual form of 

the first person possessive prefix with these two terms, i, is 
-r 

to be accounted for by identifying it with the dative contraction 

i 'to me' (= a A1s + ki DAT). This would mean that the vocative 
~ ~--

stems are functioning in these forms as dative verbs. That is, 

Itati is 'he is a father to me'. 
e 

Note that the form iafti <1 X3 + ati 'father' has an intrusive 

glide a, analogous to that which appears in similar contexts 
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• 
in verbal morphology. 

According to Dorsey ms (114-115), 

"A man in speaking .2i his child (either son or daughter) 

when present says winisi ['my offspring'] ,1£ his child, 
- P.':J 

nisiha! O! 
~-

mydrild! [nisih
c.. 

a 'oh 

Iv 

child']. 

I 

But if the child 

I
be absent he must speak of nuzika wltta boy; mltikamy or,

c -- c. 

witta my girl [examples retranscribed JEK]." 

As this remark has no parallel in Riggs's corresponding article 

§69 (Riggs 1893:43-44), I assume"that it derives from Dorsey's 

personal observations and is essentially correct. 

~.;'
Ii 

I 

P 

J 
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3.7.6.2 The IdE Possessive Consttuction 

Possession is also expressed by means of the IdE causative-
auxilliary. In such constructions the possessum functiorls as 

~ . 
a stative verb, or perhaps incorpor~ted noun. The possessor 

is realized as the transitive agent of the causative construction. 

The paradigm is giv~n in table 3.7.6.1-1. 

In IdE possessives the possessum is always a kin term or 

demonstrative; however, the resultant form in~E need not be 

used functionally as a kin term. 

Examples 

(130) 	 1.1 iaftiaai 'they make one their father' = 'their 

reservation's agent' 

(131 ) 501. 5 ih{awaae~ti' I make them my mothers, too' = 
(.; 

'my [adoptive?] mothers, too' 

. Ik ~ .( 132) 220 2 ltta eaoettal 	 to be our. 	 'let us make her 
(.. ( 

sister' = 'our future sister' 

/
(133) 501.3 eawaae 'I make them that' = 'my relatives' 



Table 3.7.6.2-1 leE Possessive Paradigm 

I 

Singular Possessum Plural· Possessum , 

,\ 
c 

,.j 	 XIs N-aee N-awaee 

X2 N-eaeE N-waeaeE 

X3 N-eE I. 

N-waeE 

Xlp N-aeai N-awaeai c. 
1,.0 " 



3.7.6.3 The Itta Possessive Construction 

The Itta possessive is used with nouns that do not fqllow 

the prefixing or IdE patterns. 
\ 

The-\/tta possessive paradigm--, 

is given in table 3.7.6.3-1. 

" 

Examples 

I 
I 

( 134) 633 11. I " . knUZ1 a 
L. 

' " w1tta my boy ( ) , son 

(135) . 485.2 
/ I

waaathe e1tta 'your food' 

(136) 
Y I . I

642.2 m~chunfz1 thawakea 
~ .. < (, 

I 
etta 

I 
eati 

c.

Standing Bear gens his RND-LOC 

in Standing Bear's gens 

/ I 
(137) 16.18/19 nikkakahi akuttai 'our chief'

'" (. 

! I(138) 675.3 1e etta1 'their word' 

The Itta paradigm consists of the independent pronouns for 

the first person singular, first person plural, and second person, 

a~d of the demonstrative e REF in the third person, plus a particle 

tta. This is identical in form and in position relative 

to the pronoun to the tta GOAL postposition. Conceivably it 



I 

-1 

o~ .) 

I' 

•j i93 
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j 
• 1 Table 3.7.6.3-1 /tta Possessive Paradigm -" • 

•
- , 

'" 

, ".I 
I .
XIs witta Xlp akuttal 

I 


1 

.1
1 X2s eltta X2p e{ttai".Ir) 

I 
 I
X3s etta X3p ettal 

.'.1I 

,; 

J 



· , 
~ 

I J is the 	tta GOAL postposition. The use of a dative construction 
I.) 

to indicate possessor 	is common crosslinguistically. 
~ .. 

'. 

The forms wiwftta and 	fiififtta~re common as alterna~ives 
~~ 

to witta and 41tta. Their GgRtra~t ~h these latter forms is 

not clear, though ~ay be contrastive. 

Within Dorsey's CNAE VI texts /tta possessives seem always 

to follow the possessum. This is in contra~with the behavior 

of the cognate /tha(wa) pO$e$ive of Dakhota (cf. Rood &Taylor 

ms:59-61), which can precede or follow the possessum (/tha before 

the possessum; /thawa after). However, Dorsey ms (112) gives 

an example of preposing, see (141). 

" 


Examples 

(139) 

N.B. The 

(140) 

".I v. /492.12 slkazlka wiwltta 'my (own) child' 
(. (,.. 

'own' of the translation is present in the original. 

495.8 	 thfw~kef fiififtta fii 


gens yours RND 


your gens 
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-~ "tl.... 

(141) itikaeai ettan~Jkk]a~ika, 
their grandfather (= the President) his man 

the employee of the President 

It is possible that this example was concocted under the influence 

of Dakhota examples in the corresponding sections of Riggs (1893: 
i, 

15, 56, cf. Dorsey ms:26, 112). 

The postposed Itta form in OP behaves essentially as if 

it were a stative verb (however, it does not follow the usual 

stative paradigm); that is, the possessum possessor-tta syntagm 

may be treated in some degree as a sort of clause. 
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3.7.6.4 The alaiI Possessive Construction 
---z:. 

The alaI construction uses the verb ala! 'have' .in a no~inalized 
--,::: -----v 

clause which has the possessor as age~F and the posses~um as 
\ 

patient. 

The paradigm for a/at is given in table 3.7.6.4-1. 
l, 

.' 
Examples r. 

I I I / 
(142) 501.1 wamuske apai paukaxti inaaik 

(., (.." 

wheat I have it quite all of it destroyed 

eka 
v 

for me by fire since· 

as all of my wheat has been burned up 

.,,/ I 'a l
(143) 485.7 m~za aa apai aati ~ ewas"kaxt~. 

l." (. e. " 
land the I have it in the you made great 

efforts for me 

you worked very mrd for me on my land 

I , I
(144) 399.12 etate aaH ke ki2aapi

&

what they had it the they aba...ndoned it 

I I 
ama, paukaxti 

QUOTE quite all of it 

they abandoned everything that they had 

J 

J 
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I] Table 3.7.6.4-1 The ale! ~ossessive ~.~r~pjgm 

.I
XIs ape;!;, XIp akae{i.... , 

It I Ii f
X2s asni X2p asn!i 

" ,\ . Ir X3s ae{ X3p Beii 
" " 

N.B. These are the forms for a singular possessum (patient). 
" 

A/et has the full transitive paradigm_f~ e-stems. --v 

~l 

¥'1 r 
p 

r ~ 

, 

im."-.":.. ~L
-'--1 

,,..) 

..... 
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. / ~I 	 InJ_nJ.pa "aol(145) 399.14/400.1 
t 	

kklpaxea
~ (.. 

pipe he had it they faced each other 
I 	 /I " / 	 /akl ama; maz~ ut~ kC)ge

QUOTEj , 
he came back land good he makes . 

/'I"ael k( ama... 
it he had it he tame back QUOTE 

he was ret~rning facing them with his 

pipe; he was returning with it to 

make peace 

--l 

I /.
(146) 374.11 ka akaei ak£keai. 

(.. (. c. <.. 

and we had him we went back there 

And we carried him [our companion] home. 

/ I 	 I.(147) 	 380.14 wael ah11 

they had them they went there 

they pursued them (went along with them) 

Examples (145) to 	(147) show that a/d{ can have a commitative--..... 

sense as well or in addition to its possessive sense. As a commit

ative it signifies that the accompanying object or person(s) have 

no control over the accompaniment. 

I 
I
J 

J 
--, 

http:nJ_nJ.pa


11 

I] 

3.7.6.5 Choice of Possessive Construction 

Most kin terms in OP take the pfefixed pronoun possessive 

construction. It is not clear whether any other nouns follow 

" 
this pattern. A few kin terms use the Itta possessive construction, 

,', 

like n:{~ka 'boy, son'. and 'miz~~ 'girl. dau~hter', when used 

in their second senses, or the IdE constru;tion, 'like t/(ki)eE 

'kin'. Those in the first category are presumably neologisms, 

since theymve transparent analyses (nu 'male' + ~ 'small'; 

. mf 'female' + ~{ka 'small'), and are secondary to the etymologically
---z::;; ---.

. . 1 . 'I 'k' , , '!I I " ,
or1g1na terms 1Z1 e one s son and izake one s daughter • , c v 

The second category seem to express social extensions to bio

logical fact (for example, adoption), and to supply the general 

. cover term for kin. The first subcategory is exemplified in 

(130), (131), and (132); the second, in (133). It appears that 

all kin terms (and social extensions to the kin system) require 

expression of the possessed status, whichever of the three con

structions, prefixation, Itta, or IdE is used. Nouns which require 

expression of a possessor may be termed lexicallx ~nalienabl~. 

A class of nouns which might be expected on semantic grounds 

to appear among the lexically inalienable noun~is the class 

of nouns refering to body parts. The general behavior of body 
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parts with respect to possession is not known. It appears, though, 

that animal body parts tend to appear in NOUNMODIFIER NOUNMODIFIED 

compound form, for example tteha 'buffalo hide' tte 'buffalo' 
!, 

+ ha 'hide'. 

Alienable possession (possession the expressi~n of which 
I 

is optional) is expressed with the, Itta and a/~i constructions . . -- ----z. 
'~ 

The opposition between the two is not compl~tely clear to me 

at the moment. In my limited sample, some nouns appear 

with either one, others with both. From the general definition 

of a/e{ as 'have', and from its commitative uses, I believe that 
--", 

it expresses control over the possessum, particularly in situations 

where this control is unexpected, or is having attention focussed 

upon it. By contrast Itta may express simple ownership of an 

expected and unfocussed nature. Example (148) illustrates use 

. .., /
of two different 	possessives w1th maza 'land'. 

~ 

.,/ I
(148) 	 485. 7 ~ e~ apel 

land the I havek in the 

in my land, in the land which I have 

.; I k / . h678 •1 maza a utta1 t e 
-.:;--l: c 

land ours the 

our land 
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','Examp1es (149) and (150) show uses of a/El{ in which the 

unexpected quality of a/Eli possession is perhaps clear. 
~ 

/ I / 	
I 

(149) 635.4 mazeska El~tta apEllc. 
", 

money yours I .have'it 


I have your money 

.' 

i, J-i / I LUi t. 0- U:J(150) 501.1 . '" 'ka, wamuske apEl~ ,-, pElukaxtitS a 	
", i ?: I a. k:C 

<
elder, wheat I have it quite all of it -

/
inaElik c. c. 

is 	destroyed for me by fire since 
/

Elana'attai epd Ieka,
c. (, 	 L 

you will hear it I think since 
v I I v I 
sa waxiha suEle. 

c. (,. 

and letter it goes thither 

Elder, all my wheat [which you couldn't be 

expected to know about] has been burned 

up, and I think you will hear this, but 

I'm writing to you. 

\, 



3.7.6.6'ANote on Verb Encoding of Possession 

Possession is expressed in the verb in two ways. First, 
" 

stative verbs agree with the possessor of a patient in preference 
'\ 

to the patient itself, as exemplified .in (151). 

pO 

I ,I k / .(151) 630 8 WJ. (a -ska -xti);• n'iXl. te "ts,' axtJ., 
c. 

I ears I am very c~ar (p,ls-clear-very); 

My ears are verj good; ••• 

Second, if the transitive agent possesses the transitive patient, 

then the verb must be in the possessive form, as in example (152).

" 
~ 

'W I / /
(152) 45.15 Na! z\eeha, hepe aki'i 

f (. 

Why! oh elder brother, piece I carry my own 

/
kkapda, ••• 

<

I desire it, 

Wh~ elder brother, I want to cany my own piece, 
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Petition your plder brother or sister's son 

on my behalf! 

(157) 

hour five six or Standing Bear 
/ /


tt~pe et eka 
.... c.. 

I see.himi~t like 

I am 	 likely to see ~tandipg Bear at five 

Qr six. 

·~l 

J 
,\ 
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I 

I, 3.8 Adverbs and Adverbial Clauses
• ! 

f 

I 
, 1 The following discussion of adverbial forms is divided into 

two main parts: primitive adverbs,~or forms with no'apparent 

use other than as adverbs; and derived adverbs (including adverbial 

~ 

clauses). For convenience derived adverbs are divided into NP
. ~ 

derived time adverbs, forms derived from NPs with postpositions, 

and forms derived from verbs. It should be note~ that many of 

the locative and directional forms (and examples), are properly 

complements of the verb, in that they expand some notion inherent 

in the verb, 'rather than supplying gratuitous information. 

The only existing discussion of OP adverbs is that in Dorsey 

IDS (34-36, 122-132), modeled on corresponding sections of Riggs's 

Dakota Grammar. 

i 

I 
1 
1 

J~ 
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3.7.5 Nominalized Clauses 

A nominalized clause consists of a sentence, without either 

introducers or terminators, used as a noun. Generally it is 

followed by a specifier, which serves to indicate its nominal 

status, as well as possessing with respect to the nominalized 

clause those relations which it would normally possess with respect 

to any noun. Note that many of the patterns of derived nouns 
,,\lc~t.-

described/in section 3.7.2.2 may be interpreted as lexicalized 

uses of nominalized clauses. Aside from underlying many lexical 

nouns, nominalized clauses serve in OP to realize the equivalents 

of relative clauses (nouns with sentential modifiers), and as 

noun clauses and 

noun complement clauses. These three uses are described below. 

Nominalized clauses are also used as adverbs, when marked with 

appr.opriate derivational morphology (see section 3.8). 
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3.7.5.1 	Relative Clauses 

Relative clauses allow a speaker to modify an NP in a given 
j 

clause with a thought expressed by another clause involving the 

same NP. The first clause is known as the matrix or main clause; 

the second. with the modifying thought,is the modifying or relative 

clause. 	 The shared NP is the head NP. The relative clause con

struction of OF is quite different from that in English. In 

English 	there are two techniques which are generally used for 

forming 	relative clauses. First. there is the relative clause 

construction proper, which is illustrated in (94). 

(94) 	 Matrix clause: He knows the Winnebago
'-
s. 

Modifying clause: The Winnebagovs stole them. 
iJI!!;: ~T'. 

Relative~clause~proper: He knows the Winnebagovs 

who stQle:tiJeljl. 

In this form of relative clause, the modifying clause version 

of the head NP assumes the form of a special relative pronoun 

who, and the modifying clause is inserted into the matrix clause 

immediately after the matrix clause version of the head NP. 

The other technique in English uses a participial construction. 

This is 	exemplified in (95), for the same matri~ and modifier. , 
(95) 	 He knows the Winnebago_s stealing them. 

] 
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In the participial relative clause the modifying clause version 

of the head NP is deleted entirely, and the modifying clause 

verb is replaced by its participle. Note that this construction 

is not a precise equivalent of that in (94), since the participle 

implies that the action of the modifying clause contemporary 
L~ i-.;..;t~\ 

with the action~of the matrix clause, whereas the example chosen 

involves an action in the modifying clause which precedes that 

in the matrix clause. 

In OP the technique for forming relative clauses involves 

substituting for the head NP in the matrix clause the entire 

modifying clause, with its own version of the head NP intact. 

The substituted modifying clause is treated as if it were the 

head NP of the matrix clause which it replaces. This process 

is illustrated in (96). 

// '" I ./
(96) Hatrix clause: nikkasika hut taka eakha wepaha. 

~ ~ ~ c... 

Winnebago.» AN-SIT he knows them 

Hodifying clause: 

Winnebago.:...~ AN-AGT-PL 

/~ .
wam'1.tft1 • 

they stole them. 
/ I /

Relative construction: [nikkaSika hut taka wamaea] 
c- '- L ~ .... 

Winnebago.... s they stole them 

/ . I
eakha wepaha...... 

AN-SIT he knows them 
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l 

l 

, ~ I•• 

J 

l 
I 

Note that the plural marker of the verb in the modifying clause 

is lost when it is embedded, since the plurality of nikka~ika 
~ t 

htttaka 'the 	Winnebago -s' is adequately indicated by the use 
~ 	 ~ 

/
of the P3p marker ~ with the verb i/paha 'know' of the matrix 

v 
, I 	 I

clause (~+ 	i/paha = wepaha). Note also that the article ~ 
L ~ 

of the embedded modifying clause is eliminated in favor of the 

article aakha/of the matrix clause. and that this article follows 
c 

the entire 2~bedded clause. 

The 	 rules for OP relative clause formation are the following. 

(97) 	 1. Delete the nominal in the head NP in the matrix 

clause, and substitute for it the entire body 

of the modifying clause. 

2. 	 Delete the article following the head NP in 

the modifying clause. 

There are also several important constraints on the structure 

of 	the modifying and matrix clauses. 

(98) 	 1. The head NP must be initial in the modifying 

clause, or must be zero. 

2. 	 The head NP must have an article (or ~) in 

the matrix clause. 
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In the world's languages, the usual restrictions on relativ

ization are based on the grammatical role of the head NP in the 

modifying clause. For this reason the following examples are 

organized by that role. 

i 

Examples 

Relativization on agent of transtive verb. 

(99) 1.4.a 
I..J I I

[nlkkasika huttaka wamaea ..... (.. (... (. 

Winnebagoes 

/
wepah'!. 

he knows them 

they stole them AN-SIT 

He knows the Winnebagoes who stole them 

(100) 407.1/2 
/ .., / 1/

[umaha sake-akeipazi
l.(,. L. to 

ma 

Omahas horse-they do not sit on AN-PL 

'h'k' "I .:.a 1 ). senawacal 

many that many they did it to 

They did it to those Omahas who were unmounted 

(they did it to as many Omahas as were 

unmounted) 

1 
I 

J 
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Relativization on agent of active verb 

(101) 11.13 
I 
ekitie 

I v /
[ni[kk]asika tIe ] khe 

l. " 

finally person dead HOR 

then, 	 the man who was dead 

N.B. 	 t'E 'be dead, die' is active in OP (and OS), even though it 

is stative in Dakhota and Winnebago. 

• 	
I I 

ki(102) 400.3/4 um'th~ akha 
i"~'l 

Omaha AN-AGT-SG pipe he has it he returns 

h " / h' ,v hi.t a mate 1 lza apl
'-' ' 

AN-STD spear he thrust at him with :\ t 
.h cc0U j

the Omaha thrust with a spear ~t he rvrJ}lJ' rj/' .-
who returned with the pipe '\Q..,_ t.;J ~ 
~ ,,\~o-

N.B. 	 In (102) the head NP takes the form zero. ,~ 

/ 	 / 

(103) 277.5/6 ekitie [0 katta k6atha a[h]i ] 
t 

finally YON-GOAL YONDER-SOURCE he came 

akh{ ~ti ah(pi 

AN-AGT-SG REF-LOC he arrived there 

then he who approached thither from thence 

~ arrived there 
..J 
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t : 

(104) II. 7 Ikiee ttti the ha,1--1 
.. .:....J 

finally he camped PAST DECL 
/ / / 

ee [waha aee ] akha ... 

THIS move out he ga::s AN-AGT-SG 


1 

j then ••• . he· who had moved out camped 


Relativization on patient of stative verb 

/ .1\1. ~.,.,
(105) 231.19 fmtze naZ1te ] etkhe (.Y' ....k....r 

\f~~· 
iron it is fire reddened THIS HO~~ 

'u the ~pistasta
'::":1'1- tf/' 

wound VER I press with it repeatedly 

I thrust into the wound repeatedly with 

this iron which is red hot. 

Re1ativization on patient of transitive verb 

(106) II .13 [0 kaxefi J khe
/ 

they killed him HOR 

he whom one had killed (he who was killed) 

b..~ I I /
(107) 399.13 [etata ael.i ke kiaeapi

L.. L.. I. 

w~T they had it MLT they abandoned 

their own ,., 

they abandoned what was theirs .,' 

J 



.l 
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Relativization on an incorporated patient in a lexicalized 

N + VTRANS construction 

I .~/.~ .(108) 1.1 [hut taka laatlaal 
c.. 

Winnebagoes their father they make A2s-AN-SIT 

Oh you whom the Winnebagoes count a father 

(Dear Winnebago agent) 

N.B. 	 This construction (NP + CAUSE) is regularly used as a possess

ive construction for kin-by-courtesy. Considered as such, 

this is a case of relativization on the possessum. 

Relativization on possessum 

/
(109) 	 ] wi .. awakkie , "" 

person X2-AL-POSS IND-ART he spoke 

with me 

A charge of yours (a man who is yours) 

spoke with me 

/ I" I(110) 629.2/3 [waxe ma uska ettal ] khe 
L 

whites AN-PL habits X3p-AL-POSS HOR 

the habits of the whitemen (whiCh they 

have) 
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Relativization on agent of dative verb 

/
(111) 1.2 ] ete 

horses they are lost to me REF-TOPIC two 

two horses which had disappeared on me 

Relativization on patient of dative verb 

/
(112) 628.4 [weka~ai 

he made it for us MLT all-VERY it lacks 

everything which he made for us is gone 

.( /
(113) 628.5/6 [wan~tta weakiut~ 

..J 

animals they are good for us 


/ I.
peukaxti mueikai 

Co 

all-VERY they are shot to extermination 

all the animals which were good for us have 

been exterminated with guns 

Relativization on head noun of existential construction 

/. I
(114) 399.14 [ umahahepe am (0) ] e t e 

L ( 

part Omana ~ REF-TOPIC 
{,(OGO

this one who was part Omaha 
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Relativization on dative of dative verb 

I."(115) II.S ee [ni[kk]asika wahaI kiuta(... « .. .;. 

J. 	 THIS person move out it was good to him 

akhaI wahA aaai 

~ 	
t.. 

f50 
AN-AGT-SG he moved out 

I : 

this 	person to whom it was pleasing to break 

camp broke camp ••. ,. 


\ 


Pre~iously published remarks on OP relative clauses are re

stricted to those in Dorsey ms (30, 1~6-147). These are largely 

patterned on those in Riggs (1893:17,'60), which recognize as 

relative clauses only relative clauses in which the head NP is 

an indefi~ite, this indefinite being a pronoun which~s used also 

as an interrogative (cf. section 3.7.1.2). It is obvious that 

this misconception is the result of a false analogy with modern 

and classical languages in Europe, where the indefinite, interogative 

and relative pronouns are often related to each other or identical. 

In this respect Dorsey actually improves upon Riggs, since he 

states clearly that "'Which' is expressed by the article-pronoun 

[i.e. definite article] after the qualified clause; as xeape 

uazi the 'the tree which I planted' [example retranscribed]." 

(30) Unfortunately, he seems to have doubted this perfectly correct 

analysis after writing it, since it, and the surrounding remarks 

on indefinite pronouns as relative pronouns, are all crossed out. 

Rankin, dealing with the related Kansa. has also analyzed the 
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relative clause construction as formed with the articles (fide 

Shea, in passing). The system is essentially similar in the 

more remotely related Dakhota language (cf. Rood &Taylor ms:61

67) • 

• 




3.8.1 Primitive Adverbs 

The forms exemplified in this section are known only a.s adverbs. 

Some of them are morphologically complex, ~n the sense that they 

involve reduplication of another adverb. Others may be complex 
.. 

in additional ways. The list below is exemplificatory, of course, 
i. 

and not exhaustive. 

TIME 

/. I 
l~ha w~tha 'now' 
~ --z:--z 

.J/ / /., . I
(1) 399.2/3 khi e~ma setha t~ge l.cha k~nl. 

c,.. ~ c,.. 

and these that far smallpox now they were 

the 

recovered the 
were 

and when these now to that extent/recovered 

from smallpox 

LOCATION/DIRECTION 

I
mathe 'inside' 

v 
/v
asi 'out' 



I 

i 
1 

.fa 
•••: T 

/ / I I", /(2) 396.16/17 ppaei ama mathe unazi ama 
'- Z;~ " C 

PawneES the inside they stood in the 
/ V' t' /
asi aha te,
-(.. 

I. out they· fled they went there TOPIC 

the Pawnees who ~~nding inside who 

fled away outside 

/pQamu I downhill' 

(3) 373.16 ppamu 
I 

akieai 
<. 

downhill we went 

CIRCUMSTANCE 

v v/~sa 'completely'; sasa 'fully'
-I. -.::-r-

y I / /Iv .(4) 405.5 sa peukaxti wasap~ ama 
-r 

completely quite all they made them abandon QUOTE 

they made them abandon absolutely everything 

.•,1v I /(5) 490.10 sasnaka tiita waxca-,;;. c:..' 

generally completely like what vegetables 


I
ke utai ha

" " 
we planted the they are good DECL 

Usually absolutely whatever vegetables we plant 

are good. 



I 
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• <p." 

(6) ..~ "... /
II~14 sf~'i: t'api 

/ 
ama 

~i 'again' 

(7) 405.7 

fully he was dead QUOTE 

he was quite dead [i.e., not wounded, as tIE 

sometimes means] . 

V. /
S1 	 waa1stupe 

again they spread hands before them they have them 

a[h](pi ami 

they come here QUOTE 

They 	 were again coming here with their hands spread 

before them. 



I 

. ,..' 

..•. :.3.8.2 Time Adverbs 

I .. 
, ·,1I' 	 The following patterns of derived time adverbs have been \ 

noted. It must be emphasized that t.he meanings attributed are 

j impressionistic at best. 

I) 

NP kki = NP 	 WHEN = 'when NP occurs' 

(8) 394.8 t'a kki 'at harvest' 
"" 

(9) 394.14 h~ kki 'when it was night'
(. 

;395.11/ 
(10) /atha

(.. 
kki 'at what future time?' 

I(11 ) 	 468.13 etl. Rki 

REF-LOC WHEN 

in that case 

(12) 394.6 	 {kasal kki 'the next day' 

(13) I.3.b 	 tuphf kki 'if I should come thither' 

Ik . I"(14) I •7 e 	axtl. kkizi 
'" 

just so if not 

if it isn't so 



(15) 11.2 ufhapi kki '(eved if he joined them' 

(16) 	 kki 

light he made it WHEN 

when he had made a light 

i . 
i 

J I / 	 <. /

(17) 11.18 kakki tIe khe watapapi kki, 	 , 
and dead the she saw them WHEN 

and when she saw the dead men 

/ / I /
(18) 395.8/9 ntn~pa kakhe, ppaai w~kakhiaattaithe 

l.. shall 
pipe YON-the Pawnees we/take vengeance 

/ 	 I.
iaanahii 	 kki, eana1 

t.. 

on them you approve it WHEN put it to 

ka ha. 

your lips IMP DECL 

That pipe, if you are willing that take ven

gence on the Pawnees, smoke it! 

NP aa ti = NP RND -LOC: = 'at the instant of NF'r- . 

(19) (deleted) 

" 



" 

(20) 394.12/13 I
"Wakkata 

God 

II 
••• ,I. 

k
/v . 

~a esneP~ 

I. 
ap~ 

1arna, . 

he said it QUOTE 
I 

eati 
'" 

he usually cried out RND-LOC 

. "0h God, ••• ," he said, each time he 

cried out. 

NP the ti = NP VER  LOC = ' during the period of NP' 

(21) 394.16/17 
/ 

~akapi 
I. 

thet~, 

he cried out VER-LOC God the 

k 
/. 

~a ap~ 
/

arna 

he implored him he cried out QUOTE 

While he was crying out, he cried out implor

ing God. 

(21) 372.1 
,,/. I 

~z~ka theti 'when I was young' 



h/k hI.·(22) 628.6/629.2 ppa a a t et~ [ ••• we lived by killing
<

first VER-LOC 

the masterless 	bison •.. ] ~ 
I I 	 , 

khi !cht~theti. ( ••. we have to forget 

and now VER-LOC 

about that ••• ] ~ 

Once ; •. btt now 

NP = (generalized time?) 

h 'k .... axc~(23) 371.1 	 ppa a 'at the very first' 
t. 

I 
(24) 	 396.3 epa ee 

I 


day this 


today 


I" I .(25) 395.12 nuke
I 

eesna awaeathetta~ 
'" (... 

summer THIS-CUST we will eat 

we will eat for just as long as this summer 

I J I 	 I I(26) 395.17/18 n~[kk]asika tupa apa ke waeathapa~i 
~ ~ 	 \ 

men four days th~ theyate things 

the four~n ate only during the day 



3.8.3 Postpositional Forms 

The following postpositions have been noted: (~)ti LOC, 
" 

eu LOC, (a)tta GOAL, titha SOURCE, (a)tha EXTENT, (a)ta REASON,- - -- (... A.- t...-, -~--Z; 

~ THUS. The parenthetical ~ is ins~rted whenever the postpos
t.. 

tion follows a word ending in Iii, and also in some other contexts.. 
not presently understood. The differences between the two LOC 

, " 

forms are not understood. The (a)ti form ..is much more common-- , 

than eu, however. Some of the postpositions can be made into 

adverbia1-clause-marking-conjunctions by prefixing a demonstrative. 

The demonstrative is presumably present to mark the nomina1ization 

of the clause. Examples are eka SINCE and ata BECAUSE. A form 
--z: I --"""t. 

which appears only as a conjunction is eaza THOUGH. 
--e-

NP + (~)ti = 'at. in, etc. NP' (with verbs not of motion) 

t /
(27) 11.19 edxti attii 6te ka c. (. 

REF-LOC-VERY we camped REF-TOPIC and 

and it was right where we camped 

h / . /(28) 393.1 t aWanl kh~ti ke{pi ama 
'" (,. c. <

Village Creek the-LOC they sat QUOTE 

they were camping at Village Creek 

NP + (~)ti = 'to, up to, etc. NP' (with verb~ of motion) 



11 
'. 

I I
I I .. : ~ (29) 11.9 "ttfati make! a"

L. ,I 

"212 


to the tent get you back! IMP 

.i
_J. 

"Go back to the tent!1I 

, 
/ 	 •(30) 395.19 ake/pi 	 J ..1 /

/ 	 . ama, thawa catl.,,-.'" (.,i 	
'. 

they came back there QUOTE village the-LOC 
.' 

• i-, 

NP + eu = 'in, etc. NP ' (with' verbs not o~motion) 

OPL 
"'" /1' /(31) 	 / /h'/20.3/4 maza eeeuati etata wet exl. 

G

land THIS-LOC-LOC what it is hard for us 

.Ikk v. k ./ / h ' ./ke nl. asl. a Wl. weapa a1 ekaL [...... (.. I 

the persbn V a he knows about us since 
(one) 

since there is one who knows the things that 

are difficult for us in this land 

N.B. Example (31) shows both (2)ti and eu co-occuring. 

NP + eu = 'to, etc. NP ' (with verbs of motion) 

/, 	 v ./(32) OPL 14.3/4 khi ~teu 1he 	 sakbtta 

and 	THAT-LOC passing by that way I will be 

mikh/. 
returning thither PROGR 

And I'll be passing along that way on my 

way back there. 



. NP + (~)~ :: 

,-' 

L 
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U 
'to, at NP' (with verbs not of motion)LJ 

Ll ,/

(33) 421.3 ppahatta peuka 
,all 

to (at) the hill on it with each otherr~\ . all1.-1 

(when they got,to) the hill, they/sat ·down together 

.'Ci 
/I.., 

" ,If(34) 427.18 ueusiatta saa napa t'ewaeai 
(..'. " 

-'.'l 
;.,' toward the front D~hotas two they killed themL

Two Dakhotas'were killed at the front. 

NP + (~)tta = 'toward NP' (with verbs of motion) 

I /
(35) n.ll tt~atta akeai 

toward the tent he went back there 

he headed back over to the tent 

vI.., I I I I
(36) 405.6 khi wasuse ieati akha ppakka amatta, 

and Wa~u~e his father the Ponkas the-GOAL 

ahipi eka 
(..
I 

/ f 


he arrived there §'iiite 
coming 

And Wasuse's father l up on the Ponkas 



I 

r 
! 

fJ 
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NP + t!tha 'from Np l~ v 

v / ,/(37) II.3 khi al saa tti 
,/ 

ma etHha wi 
Co " c.Z 

\ 

and, these Dakho~as camp the REF-SOURCE one. 
uk~¥a at· 

(. 

wander he went " 

i 
".4 

and from these DaKhotas who camped one went , i 
, J 

II wandering 

I.Jj 

N.B. It is alternatively possible that et~a functions as a verb 
L 

e/t{tha 'be from' here. In that event the proper translation 
c 


is (37)'. 


And one who was from these Dakhotas who camped 

went wandering. 

NP + (a)tha = 'to the extent of Np l 
---r 

/ I I IVh k' I.(38) 399.2/3 khi aema seth~ tl.ge l.C a l.nl. 
(.,. (... " 

and these that far smallpox now they were 

the 

recovered the 

and when the§e now to that extent ~··,.
.~-

.... ;..... were recovered from smallpoxi

.J 

J 

, ..'.
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I'I
(39) 70.7 eatha ata 

----r c. 

REF-EXTENT because you walk not QUEST 

Why therefore don't you do the same? " 

a 

-, 
NP + ta = 'because of NP' 

v~i .' 
/ / ./ r, /

(40) 1.5.a ete eskan~ 'aep~ . ata, 
L:' 

wrt OPT you call to him'GEN-REASON 

in that regard, hopefully because you call 

him in, •.. 

,I kl . I
(41) 81.8 e a a agal ata, akaGettai 

I,.. L (.~ 

-1 ' ,';',':how we do it GEN we will take our own 
REASON 

I' 
eta 

REF-REASON 

because we have acted how are we therefore 

to regain our (sister)? 

~ 
[What can weAbecause of which we can consequently 

get her back?] 

NP + ka = 'like, so, thus, etc. NP' 

I I I(42) 373.2 ean'i' ~ theka, uWlpaa 
---c 

you hear it VER-THUS I tell you 

so/since you hear it, I tell it to you 



f'·tr~ft:;:~~,:~.. ~.~~' ....... - . 
",."" 

'""" ""f;:;:flr~;t1~:C"(';i::\'r,:"""" 
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"~-l 

"/ii 	 (43) 629.1 mf ~kaxti amaeii c. (.. c:..---r 

men REF-THUS-VERY we walked 

we acted just like men " 

/ '/
eka maeii) 	 (44) 

(. (.,I
j 	

c:1 

thEY bore themselves lazily " REF-THUS they walked 
"1 
I 	 . r. -' 	 they were somewhat indisposed 

~ 
I kkape 

very honestly you enquire of him I desire it REF-THUS 

I wouHlike you to interrogate him thoroughly 

(45) 1.5.a wakazuxti 

/ . / k 	 't! /".
(46) I.4.b ete l.es a ~e{k eke' supeamfZl. 

wrt 	translator I lack him REF-THUS I do not go there 

/ /.eka, wapakeeze "'ippage ha. 
/,. 

REF-THUS letter I make it to you DECL 
In that regard, 

/1' m wri ting you a letter, since I'm not going 

there, since I don't hav~ translator. 



NP e~a= 'though NP' (where NP is, in fact, a clause without -c.
overt nominalization) 

/ I I' 
(47) OPL 20.6/8 khi nikka~fka ukheei akaei peu\.axti

L c ,,' 

and 'indians we-the quite all 

III / I /.
usk~ khen'i, weapahai eka,

l.- t. 

w.ays rhe-QUANT he- knows us since 
-. II , 

suea~ 

he works for us he goes thither 

IV '\I / I /
eaza, esna kki, ekiee ei'atte -v- <V 

though REF-CUST when finally he may fail 
(he alone) 

ha. 

fail DECL. 

And, if he is alone, he may ultimately 

fail, thoug~ knowing the various ways 

of all us indians, he has gone there 

to work for us. 
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3.8.4 Deverbative Adverbs 

Several adverbial formants have come 

to apply to verbs to form adverbs. 

suffix ha. This is reported in Dorsey 

is from this source. 

.(48) ahih ' be much' 

ttaka 'be great' 
l.. 

uta 'be good' 
~ 

wia 'first' 
-z:
nrpa 'second' 

to my attention that seem 
'. 

The first of these rs the 

ms (124). Example set (48) 

ah±kina ',frequently' 

ttakaeeha 'greaJly'
(; 

utaeeha, utatheha 'well' 
l c 

wiaha 'firstly' 
<:: 


napaha 'secondly'

l 

~ 
The identity of the inserted morphemes ee and the ~probably dE 

CAUSE or ee THIS and VER (an article). The only example 
"-t.tlU.,.! 


f~d in text is (49). 


I
(49) 119.16, 235.4 akkieaha 'apart, aside' 

The root kkiea ~ appears, e.g., in (Os) pakkiea 'push apart', 

with the ~ PUSH instrumental. 
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The other derivatives are all adverbial numerals derived 

from the simple numerals. The three which I have noted are the 

distributive, in suffixed eaeaj the multiplicative, in suffixed--.::-c- ' 
\ 

aj and the ordinal, in prefixed ~~ Exa~ples are gi~en in (50).
-c 

, I
(50) 'two' 'two each' napa 'twice' 

i- ;.. 

I ;, 

wenapa 'second' 
L 

/ / -eapei, 'three' eapeieaea 'three e~ch' eapeia 'thrice' 
L 'v " LV 

w/eapei 'third' 
v 
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3.9 Vocative Phrases 

Vocative phrases consist of a noun phrase refering to the 
I 

hearer. When the vocative phrase is a kin term, it is fo~lowed 
,'\ 

by a particle ha. Since this ha is-used by both men and women, 

it is not the declarative particle ha (male)Nhe.. (female). 

Some vocative phrases are follow.ed b}k. \I se THAT. This may be a 

mark of formal speech, since it appears i~ sarnp~es of oratory 

(CNAE VI:628) and in formal letters' (CNAE VI:762-763). 

. ,j 
Examples

•j 

/ !
(1) 1.1 huttaka ieatieai ... 

Winnebago their agent you the 

Dear Winnebago agent 

• .J /r .. / I(
(2) 628.1 nJ.[kk]asika rna se 

t. 

people the THAT 

Oh ye people 

/ I 
(3) 763.1 wakka(a waeaha ma se 

£-. v 

God you pray to him the THAT 

Oh you who pray to God 

/, . I. /
(4) 9.3 nebha WJ. ttJ.mt m ek'i., 

oh mother's brother my father's sister ~S 

Oh mother's brother, likewise my father's sister~ 

J 

http:follow.ed
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4. Sentences 

" 

The following sections descriD~ the manner in wnich the various 

elements in section 3 are combined to form sentences. The first 
, 

section gives an inventory of sentence types; the second discusses 

" two types of serial verb construction. 
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4.1 Basic Sentence Types 

An informal first statement of OP sentence structure$ is 

given in (1). '\ 

(1) S' -) (INTRODUCER) (ADVERB) S ~TERMINATOR) 

S -) (NPAGT) (NPpAT ) (NPLOC
- ) VTRANS 

-) NP EXIST 

INTRODUCER (see section 3.3) 

ADVERB (see section 3.8) 

TERMINATOR (see section 3.2) 

(see sections 3.6 and 3.7)NPAGT , NPPAT ' NPDAT 

(see section 3.8)NPLOC 


EXIST ama,/ akha/ 


VTRANS ' VACT ' VSTAT ' VDITRANS (see section 3.6) 



':'~'0;''':'~ " ~''':;~~?~~~V~:'~~':': 
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Examples 

/ I I I /
(2) 409.1 waxehepe akha ppakka wa'u wakeai. 

l.. (.., 

\ 

part white the -\Ponka woman he married her 

NPAGT NPPAT VTRANS 

The half-white married a Pon~a woman. 
-"'1 

, 
V I(4) II.3 khi ee saa ma 

'" 
and THIS Dakhota they dwell the from one 

INTRODUCER (relative clao~e)NPAGT 
/'"ukasa e/ the ha 

'" 
wander he went PAST DECL 

TERMINATORVACT 

And one from the Dakhotas who were camping 

went wandering. 

I I I 
(5) 405.6 khi WasJse iefti akha PP2kka arnatta 

and WasJse his father the Ponkas toward 

INTRODUCER NPAGT NPLOC 
Ii . ahl.pl. ek~J '" 

he arrived there since 

having 
and Wa~u¥e' s father! cQ.me up on the Ponkas .•. 

'



-~ 'j 

w. - 'f,L'" 

I'; •(6) 219.1 ukk{kki~i . tupap~ /
ama 

brothers they were four QUOTE 

V TERMINATOR ,NPPAT STAT 


There were four'\broth~rs. 


(7) 60 1 ~~k t'/ / / .. 
h /k../. .r.. z~ upa et~ am ama e astew~z~ 

turkey SOME there ". 
EXIST QUOTE not few soever 

NP ADV EXIST TERMINATOR QUANT 
(

I'
i There were some turkeys, by no means few. 



r~_ 

j 

~'l 


.. 'f~-

The summary offered in (1) is inadequate on several accounts. 

One difficulty is its implication that sentences are as likely 

to contain all potential NPs as any. In fact, examples <,of sen
, 

tences with all NPs present are qu~te ra~e, to the extent, at 

least, that it is difficult to find 'examples at random. A formula 

like (NPAGT ) (NPPAT ) (NPLOC ) VTRANS must actually be interpreted 

to mean that a class of sentences of the sorts listed in (8) are 

often encountered. 

( 8) NPAGT (NPlOc) VTRANS 


(NPLOC ) VTRANS
NPPAT 

The frequent realization of NPAGT and NPPAT as zero elements is 

a function of the fact that verbs show both agent and patient 

concord, making the zero realization of the NP the usual means 

of indicating that the agent or patient receiving that realization 

is already known to the hearer from context. Since most NPs 

in sentences in connected discourse will refer to identifiable 

entities, nonzero NPs are comparatively rare in general, and sen

tences which refer to a full set of unidentifiable entities are 

extremely rare. ~ 



(the alternate forms under S in are equally frequent. ,In· 

particular, sentences with eXistentia1s afe'comparative1y,rare, 
~. ~ 

and so are sentences with stative main verbs. 'It ~s not t1ear 
1'"\ ' 

why the latter should be the case. (me possible explanation is 

that the CNAE VI corpus contains primarily narrative and correspond

ance. There are no descriptions, .of i-tems or practices, except 

as incidentals to other purposes. in addttion ,/stative verbs 

l' 
" 

may be a more restricted class in OP than in some related languages.
I' 

For example. the cognate of the OP active verb 'die' in both 

~~ Dakhota and Winnebago is a stative verb 'be dead'. 

~ Other problems with (1) arise from the impression it gives 
1 

I i that OP word order is fixed. In fact, the order of the NPs ofIi 
a sentence with respect to each other and with respect to the 

verb is quite variable. For example, (1) sugges~that VTRANS 

seb~nces are rigidly AGT PAT V in order (what might be called 

SOY). Though I cannot at present offer statistics on the frequency 

of the various orders that occur, there are certainly a re1atiYe1y 

large number of examples of all of the orders PAT AGT V, V 

PAT, PAT V AGT, and even a few of V AGT PAT (what might be called 

OSV, VO, OVS, and VSO). 



and 

(10) 406 .15 

·~ ...:. >r' ~ • 

<.," :..:, 

the ha •... :;. 
'. 

tent woman,\the she made it PAST ~ECL 


PAT ACT v 


/ I 	 .
w(n~gieapi,. arna 	 umaha ma . 

c:. C.I-' 

they attacked them QUOTE 	 Omahas the 

PAT
VTRANS 

.:

(11) 
,/ 

arna 

(12) 393.8 


finally 	person some he found them QUOTE 

PAT V TRANS 
. 'I". k /. /masc t et ama 


Rabbit the 


ACT 

/I ama 

they kill them they wished it QUOTE 

V

t'ewaee 

TRANS 
/ I /I;J.'ppaai ama umaha"l.. eakha 

t..

Pawnees the Omahas the 


ACT PAT 




I 


I 
I I 

,,.. 

to show that it is also not the case that 

-are placed rigidly at the head of,the.sentence· (before ,the' main- ,.,' ,., -, \ ' 

clause, per the statement of the form of S' in (1)). OtHer common
1"\ ' . 

positions are following the NPs and 'preceding ,the verb (e.g~, 

examples (1), (2), (18), (26), etc. in section ~8), and following 

the verb (e.g., example (30), in,sechion 3.8). 

'-, 
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This section presents't'Wo categories of "serial verb~on-. 
\ 

struction, constructions in which 6he' clause has more than one. 

verb. The multiple verbs are refered to belo'W as coverbs. The 

" conditions under 'Which the serial verb constructions discussed 
. " 

are actually used have been only partially determined, and the - I
conclusions reached should be rega~ded as preliminary. The t'Wo 

construction types presented are 1) commitative coverb constructions, 

and 2) serial constructions 'With motion verbs, of the form verb 

+ motion verb. 



The commitative coverb is ~6/ktiE 'be w~th', which is l.a regular 

(paradigm 1a) transitive verb. When used.to render !X is " with 
., I

Y', X is the agent; Y is the patient. The zu/ktiE coverb may either 

precede or follow the other verb that it is paired with. 

i, 

/ v J(1) 	 II.19 nu zuaktie ptit - '~eka 
(. 

male I with him I went wrt and 

and I went with this man 

~;J;
"'" I 	 I1/ 'k' k..:l '~lf (2) 13.1 	 tt~ktie zu ~ aap~ ama 

he dwelt in a lodge he with his own QUOTE 
1 

_~_i " 	 ••• he was living with his relative. 

Its position in the following construction is regular enough to 

require remark, though I am not sure of the significance of the 

parallel. 

I 
(3) I.3.b 	 utiukkie 

he speaks with him about it he with me 

, ftie 

he said 

he said that he speak with him about it with me 



.:':--~> . 
'~ , ' " •• _.--"""' '" .-:," ~"_',"' ",;..;"'";;;~::;:.. ",,0"" 

the'se ones to dance they.with 

.... ':" i-. these 'speakef" daIlcirig. With' 'loti ..... ~ , ., .' .,t. 

l\ ' 

It is also possible for ~J/keE'to act as a verb by itself • 


. " 

I., "I .(5) II.6 wa'usna zukeaJ. the ha ... 

woman usually one alone she with him PAST DECL 

There was usually one woman with him. 

As a commitative form ~J/keE is in opposition with a/d( 

'have'. ZJ/keE is used when the accompanier'procedes on his own 

volition, while ale! is used when the accompanier procedes invol
---,::: 

untarily or with assistance (see section 3.7.6.4). 



Motion. verbs are used as coverbs in serial constructions. 

In such constructions the motion v~tbs is always the secobd verb, 

though the first verb may also be a motion verb, one which indicates 

the manner of the motion as opposed to the direc~ion and arrival 

status (see section 5.1). 
..... 

Three classes of motion verb construction have been identified 

on the basis of the behavior of the English translation. In type 

1 the first verb is a motion verb which could receive a participial 

translation in English, as in examples (6) and (7). 

'v(6) 11.3 	 ukasa.. 
he wandered he went there 

he went wandering 

(7) 	 11.5 waha 
(.. 

/ 
aea~ 

I 


pack up and move out he went there 


he went moving camp 


In such constructions the second, directional motion verb may 

serve to introduce the deictic elements characteristic of it, 

but not of the companion verb. 



' ..... 

,f~r~t verb> cpnSirit':ltes a ,"p~~p~~!=;"
•• '" • • , ". .. •• _~ .... ,."••••• ~......>- "-. _J, .... >~._~ .....,~--..,.~~'"'> 

(8) 11.15 eakae
/ 

light you made rt you went back there the too 
also 

the light which you/went back there to make 

i, 

(9) 11.20 
,. 

tape, - ..., 

kki 

they see it they arrived there when 

when they arrived there to see it 

In type 3 the first verb may be any verb, and the second verb 

is a motion verb. The translation is '~ubjecq (verb 1) and then 

(verb 2)," Both the examples in the texts (Appendix A) have vert

itive motion verbs. These examples appear in (10) and (11).

I '" 
(10) 1.1 awakkie sukae/ 
c.. "
he spoke with me he went back there 

he spoke with me and went back there 

(11) 11.18 tt( the 'aa 
(; 

tent the she abandoned it she went back there 

she abandoned the tent and went back there 
" 




~ ',: 
. ~j~,L·~.\-'" 

those. fl).are·-
I 

n~in:i.ni . 

ventive verb forms of Chadic languages, except that the· 


forms are distinct verb. tenses, while the OP .forms are 'constructed .;

" 

with a vertitive motion verb as cov~rb. 

Boas &Deloria (1941:75) report Dakhota parallels for both 

type 2 and type 3. Dakhota type,·3· verbs require a vertitive form 

of the motion verb. 

I..••t-.,., 
~ 

: . B
II'.··~.'··· 
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3. Morphology 

The following discussion of OP morphology and phrase structure 

is divided into nine parts) aealing with minor form classes: (1) 

interjections (section 3.1), (2) sentence terminators (section 

3.2), (3) subordinating conjunctions (section 3.3), (4) sentence 

introducers (section 3.4), (5) postclitics (section 3.5); dealing 

with major form classes and their associated morpheme classes: 

(6) verbs (section 3.6), (7) noun phrases (including independent 

pronouns, nouns, modified nouns, relative clauses) (section 3.7), 

(8) adverbials (including adverbial clauses and locative-directional 

phrases) (section 3.8): and, finally, (9) vocative phrases (section 

3.9). 

! 1 

I 

I , ' 

~ ! 
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3.1 Interjections 

t 
i 

I 	 The following interjections have been noted. 
I , 

(1) 11.14 hi (startlement) 

I , 	 .. 

(2) 166.6 na' fie! I 166.7 ena 'fie!'; 166.7 thena 'why!'
-.:; 	 ....--c 

(3) SI.4 hau tho!'; ahau 'oho!' 

(4) 229.4 a (noise of grunting)
T 

(5) 232.6 ~hu (noise of sizzling) 

rV~ -t- '> L i..'\](6) 550.3 cit cit cit (chipmunk's call) 

(7) 550.6 heeei~i I alas! I (chagrin) 

(S) 259.12 xef 'alasl' (pain, mourning) 

(9) 559.5 wuhuuu 'oh!' (exasperation); 

(10) 	 235.7 QUuu (disgust at smell) 

'3t.4 I ~...".... eM«. ""5\J / 
/

(11) 525, n10.1S aha 'yes' (simple assent); aha 'yes'
--r-;::;t. v 

(consent) 
~ '5 • ~JOV'- c:J1-II"' 
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\ 
This list is by no means exhaustive. Other lists may be found I 

in Dorsey ms (134-135) and in Say (vol. 2, p. xxxiii). The most 

interesting form in the latter list is (12). 

(12) n,'"' zt-..Q.-dah (admiration of trinket by male) 

I suspect that this is a rendition of zutNzut alors, which would 

be a borrowing from French-speaking traders, presumably learned 

in the context in which it is reported as used. Otherwise of 

interest is (13). 

(13) Da-dansh-ta-a 'alas!' 

I v 'I 
This seems to be a rendition of tatasna a< tata WHAT + sna CUST 

L ... - --.:- -.::

+ ~ QUEST (or perhaps only sna drawn out?), i.e., approximately
--c

'so it goes'. 

.'i 

I•
\ 

I 
• I 
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\ 3.2 Sentence Terminators
I 

I 	 Sentence terminators are particles used to mark a sentence 

i end. I can offer no rigorous criteria at present for distinguishing 
I 

them from the various postclitics that can follow the verb. The 

forms in table 3.2-1 may not b~p.~9m~~te list of those thatI ~\;II~~~~~ 
exist, l5iJt ~robably "H, j eJi'el~~of any forms that may ultimately 

Pr4-~r 	 be included from among those which l~treat as postclitics of the 

ExamplesI 

(1) 1. 2. b a~a'akkie 	 ha. .... c. I.

he spoke to me about it DECL (male speaking) 

e?e.., W_~k~~1
I /

(2) 771.9 maM~hakki tIe YJe he. 
( <.. 

~tf~~~hakki he is dead wrt DECL (female speaking) 

It's M. who died. 

/Iv 	 /
(3) II.2 wah2sn~ hekapaZ'ipi ama 

, \ an habitual camp mover he was not a little QUOTEI 
he (was said to be)?n~~:-little3restless.

i I 

• 
II 

! I (4) 11.4 	 t'e~ai the ha 

he killed him PAST DECLI, I 

Hb ('?,'{ ) 	 &x.LL~ 	 a... ~.a..f· 	 £.. 
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Table 3.2-1 Sentence Terminators 

:;~~
ha assertion of fact (male speaker) DECL 

he assertion of fact (female speaker) DECL ~W; 

the ha past experience (male speaker) PAST DECL 

the he past experience (female speaker) PAST DECL 

/ama reported statement QUOTE 

ka imperative (male speaker) IMP 

a imperative (female speaker) IMP 

a question QUEST 

a emphasis (male) EMPH 

~ emphasis (female) EMPHe 

I exclamation (male) EXCLaht 
eha 

I 
exclamation (female) EXCL .. 

~ I 

, i 
~~~ 1 "- ;s....~ t-.c<.vh ~~ .",--1~.... 

~~~l~~<"kc. 


, I 

http:t-.c<.vh
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3.3 Subordinating Conjunctions 

Subordinating conjunctions in OP always follow the subordinated 

clause. The following conjunctions have been noted: kki WHEN, 

/..,
eka SINCE, ata BECAUSE, and eaza THOUGH.--=: ~1N&-r -r-

Examples 

" / J(1) 1.4. b 	 supeamazi
(. 

I am not going thither SINCE 

since I'm not going there 

/ . /,
(2) 	 1.6 wakazuxtl. uel.ea kki, 


honestly he tells you WHEN 


if/when he tells you honestly 


M t j""" 1V\'k. 

I I 1 I . /
(3) 1.5.a ete eskana eepa 	 ata,, .. 
 ---c

wrt OPT you call to him because 

in that regard, 	... because you call him 

I"(4) 568.5/6 'wika~atetta mikh/ eaza,.. 	 -,:; 

I will be stepping over you THOUGH 
I /

,eat'ettathe ha 

it may be you who die DECL 

[Coyote to rattlesnake with whom he is 

disputing:] though I step over you, it may 

be you who die! 
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3.~ Sentence Introducers 

Clauses may be introduced by one of the particles in table 

3.4-1. The basis for selecting among them is not clear to me, 

though the table incorporates my hypotheses. Dorsey ms (133) 

claims that KQ ~ND is Omaha, and khlAND is Ponka, but Omaha and 
--,~ --


Ponka speakers~ppear to use both in the CNAE VI texts, with ka 

-z:: 


perhaps the least frequent of the two. 


Examples 

.Kh' saaI(1) 11.2 l. " wi et Ul.Ih apl. kki, 
v 

and Dakhota a wrt he joined them if 


And there was a Dakhota,who, if he joined them, 


/ 	 / /
(2) 11.11 	 Ka ttl.atta akeal.I nu akha. 

-C 

and toward the tent he went back there man the 

And the man went back toward the tent. 

(3) 	 11.8 k{kki tt{ walt! akha' kfgai the ha. 

and tent woman the make PAST DECL 

And the woman put up the tent. 

'", 	 I I(4) I.3.a 	 khi 4kki l.pa ha. 
" L 

and and he called to me DECL 

And he summoned me. 
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 Table 3.4-1 Sentence IntroducersI 
, l 

khi and 

ka and 
( 

kfkki, and (marks significant development?) , I 
khi kakki 

j; 
and thus (?) 

!
aska 
r-

by the way (marks random thought) 

e'kiee finally (expected development) 

v. 
SJ. again (marks repetition) 
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~ 	 /
(5) 487.10/11 aska Frank vatu mikea 

c.. 	 "- I..1 	
/ 

by the Yay 	 yoman he married her 
I . - ?e.lte t ': [t e ha. nukeatt. 

vrt she is dead tt DECL last summer 

By the yay, the yoman that Frank married 

died last summer. 

I /
(6) 11.7 Ekitie ha 

4.. 

finally night it got very dark 

In the end the evening came completely on 

~ 
w I.J • 	 l . ~ 

(7) 	 405.5/6 Si vaal.stupe ak l.pl. sma. 

again they spread their hands they came back QUOTE 

Again th~came back vith hands spread. 

The introducer ka is used clause-finally throughout one lengthy
-; 

sentence in the texts (11.19). It is not clear ~hether this is 

an aberration of the original, or the proper position of ka, noted 
-r 

orthographically 	only in this set of instances. 
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3.5 Postclitics 

There are five postclitics which may be attached to a variety 
'---" ~ 

of constituents with adverbial force. These are listed in 

table 3.5-1. 

CQnj~hGtion + Postclitic 

(1) 1.7 kkizi 'if not' 

393.10 kkiste 'even if' 

628.1 kki[§]~ 'when regularly' 

NP + Postclitic 

I 
(2) 11.6 wa'usna 'usually a woman' 

e 

.; /..., ,405.5 sakesti ponies, too 
c 

/ I",., ,405.1 umaha amastl the Omahas, too 
C L ,

II.5 ppazexti 'very much evening' 
/ I

11.4 ni[kk]a;ika aZi 'enemy; not a person'-z;- z -

N.B. 11.4 is conceivably to be regarded as a relative clause 

/ 'v'one who was not a person', in which nl[kk]asika serves 
C t 

as a verb. 
'i 

* 
I 



, I 

I 

I 
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Table 3.5-1 Postclitics 

xti VERY 
.. 

~ti TOO 


ste EVEN 

.. 
sna ... sta" GUST (customarily)---c- --,;" 

LdJ ".- -Z1 NEG-

\ 
I I 
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, i 

\ 

, I 

I 
I 

i 
I, 
) 

~ 


Quantifier + Postclitic 

(3) II.6 IN-il'xti 'only one' .. 
/

628.4 peukaxti 'quite all' 

Adverb + Postclitic 

(4) 11.19 et{xti 'right there' 
/

1.7 ekaxti 'just so' 
z; 

N.B. Both examples under (4) can be regarded as relative clauses, 

in which eti is a verb 'be there' and eka is a verb 'be --c... 

such' . 

Verb + Postclitic 

~ ,
(5) II.2 wahasna 'habitually packing up and moving 

II' p 

II.l3 m{eikexti 'it had really been cut out' ... 
.J .II oJ,I .•4 b Supttamaz~ , I am not going thither' 

c 



;,This:sections presents inventories· of two systematicallY" 
"' 1.. 

organized portions of the OP vocabu~ry: directional mot~on'verbs 

.and positional verbs. .~ 

i, 



,~ ~, . 

OP has eight contrasting motion verbs which form a system. 

with three dimensions of contrastan9-. t,wo opposed valu_es on each 
• 

dimension. The three dimensions are direction, completion, and 

vertitivity. The dimensions and their opposed va~ues are summarized 

there', hi 

homophonous, 

in (1). 

(1) Direction Motion toward deictic reference 

Motion away from deictic reference 

Completion Mover arrives 

Mover does no~ arrive 

Vertitivity + Vertitive (motion is back to starting 

point) 

Nonvertitive (motion is not back 

to starting point) 

The three dimensions with their several binary oppositions require 

eight forms for complete realization of all combinations. These 

forms are listed in table 5.1-1. 

The direction and completion dimensions' oppositions are 

marked by four contrasting stems, thi 'arrive here', hi 'arrive 

'come here', and aE 'go there', The two hi forms are 

but derive from different Proto-Siouan roots, and 



, 

.. Stem - Gloss Direction Completion Vertitivity 
" 

thi arrive here + 
~\ 

+ \ 

hi arrive there + 

come here + 

\."." 	 tiE go there ~ 

I~ 
~ ~ "~j 	 ktii arrive back here + +1 +
'" ;'; 

khi arrive back there + + 
l.,.',..•... r~~ 	 ki come back here + + 

ktiE go back there + 
[I:
Fi'_> 

I.." 

Table 5.1-2 Motion Verbs in ~u 

Stem Gloss Direction Completion Vertitivity 

'tu/hf arrive where ~u + 

you are 

v I
su/tiE go where you are su 

~u/kh( arrive back where ~u + + 

you are 
/ 

¥u/ktiE go back where you ~u + 

are 
, 

'" 




:\ 
I i there', from Proto-Siouan *hi 'idem', always retains 
[I 

the third person, and has an~aspirate·d verf":ttive'stem, whi,~e·:i1i';;"; 


'come here', from Proto-Siouan *hu ,.\idem', tends to ~ose its h 


in the third person, and has an unaspirated vertitive stem. 


The four basic stems supply the nonvertitive forms for the vertitive 


dimension of oppos~tion, and the.v~r .titive forms are derived' 


from them by prefixation of~. This prefrxat10ru causes certain 


unusual phonological changes in the form of the root, in the case 


of the motion·toward deictic reference '('here') forms. 


The direction dimension, specifying only two directions, 

is at odds with the three term system of the demonstratives (cf. 

section 3.7.3.1), which distinguishes speaker, hearer, and other 

locations. It is perhaps a consequence of this that OP makes 

extensive use of compounds of ~u THERE with the direction forms 
~J 

for motion away from the deictic reference ('there' forms). In ~ 
effect, the presence or absence of ~u allows a subdivision of 

~, the away forms into hearer-direction and other-direction forms 
1"0;< 

% in contrast to the toward or speaker-direction forms. The add-J> 
itional forms are listed in table 5.1-2. 

, 
The OP verbs of motion have been described in Taylor 1976, 

as part of a general survey of Siouan motion verbs. The preceding 

j 



·... :': '.--' 

.'{h£;:~~:: 

discussion is based largely on that source, with some modification 

of terminology, .and the addition of the ~u forms. .,
" , 

I~, 1'\ 

i, 



c 
; 

OP contains several families of positional verbs derived 
i. 

from the inanimate articles. No for~s have been found for'the 

inanimate article ke refering to multiplicities. The present 

I: discussion is based only on positional verbs with the form (1). 

(1) i + (k) + ART + CAUSE 

The causative verb used is eE~khieE CAUSE. Forms with the optional 

morpheme ~ before th.e article mean 'to place X on something'. 

Forms without the k mean 'to put X down/away'.. Table 5.2-1 pre

sent the forms observed. Of particular interest is the fact that 

the khe HOR article is revealed to be a ~ prefix form, in contrast 

to the the VER and ea RND articles. The significance of this 
---c:. 

is unknown. 

Examples 

'I I .J' /. / I .(2) 245.18/9 za wi, al.zapl. eka, ppaxn ea 
v (., (. 

wood a he took it since right on head the 

I / / J. I
ih~eapi eka, kaxeipi ama heka &i...(.. 

he laid it since he broke it QUOTE buzzard the 

having taken a piece of wood, he hit Buzzard 

right on the head, and broke it in 



(3) 13.10/11 


bowstring the noose he 
.; 

sikEle El~Sha 
'" t. 

~ \when t~~il ~ usually we~t there 
• 

1//
the eti • ie'teapi ama. 

the there he put it down QUOTE 
_ the 

When he h~d'made / bowstring into a noose, 
.-..,. 

he set it in the trail where it habit 
, 

ually went. 

I 
pp~az~(4) 559.3/4 . ". ke i theeapia" 

raccoon skins not good ~he he put down 

he laid down the vile raccoon skins 

f.lY\ ~(L'\.) 

f I~'l i"", ( 2(,.~ 



Stem 

I
ihe/fiE 

Gloss: 

put upright obje&t 

down or away 

on something 

put horizontal object 

down or away 

on something 

put round object 

down or away 

k . ART· 
'. 

VER 

khe HOR 

+ 

fia RND-. 
I.. 

.~~~~ND 
on something 



This appendix comprises two short- -t"extsselected from 'among 
'. , 	 " 

those in CNAE VI. Each text in presented in the followin~ format. 
'\ ' 

1) 	 Background information. including a syn~psis of the con

tents; 

2) The text, sentence by sentence, in an interlinear format: 

Line 1, Dorsey's original transcription, 

Line 2, my phonemic retranscription, 

Line 3, a literal word for word t.ranslation, 

Line 4, a unit by unit breakdown of the sentence, 

Line 5, glosses of the units; 

3) 	 A close translation of the text into English, constructed 

to parallel as closely as possible the constructions 

of the original. 

The units of the unit by unit breakdown of the sentence are general

ly morphemes, but for certain verbs whose roots have uncertain 

meanings, or whose senses are more than the sum of their parts, 

the verb stem is used rather than a morpheme by morpheme breakdown 

" I 	 / 
of it. For example, ~/paha 'know' can be analyzed as ~ WITH +.. 
pah~ (?, perhaps paha 'pound corn' or 'raise by pushing'), but 

.... 



. In the unit by unit breakdown, infixed ~orphemes whi~~ are 

extracted from other units are rep~~sented with a pl?s be\weenII . 
1 the extracted morphemes and the form from which the infix was 


/
I extracted. For example, awakkie 'he spoke with ~e', underlyingly 
, pi 

u + J'+ kkie, or u/kkte 'speak with' ~ith infixed a PIs, is rep-r. -- , . -z: 
/ ..... 

resented as ~ PIs + u/kkie 'speak with'~ ., 

Morphemes in the unit by unit line that can be analyzed as 

contractions of two underlying morphemes are so analyzed in par

entheses. For example, i DIs. which can be analyzed as a PIs 
~ ~ 

+ ki DAT, is represented as i DIs (= ~ PIs + ki DAT). 
.. &.

Phonemes which seem to have been elided in the original 

Dorsey transcription are restored in square brackets in the pho

nemic retranscription. 



!",< . 

Notes 

1. "[1 have known the Ponkas since 1871], whereas I not 

become acquainted with the Omahas until 1878." (CNAE Vlr.3) 

Thus, this letter was written early in Dorsey's experience with " • 

transcribing Omaha. 

2. !'Two Crows .•• says just what he thinks, g'bing directly 

to the point. He is regard~d as ~hi speaker of the purest Omaha, 

and one has no difficulty in understandi;g him!" (CNAE VI.3) 

3. "The Winnebago agent was Howard White. Two Crows, or Kaxe 

eanba /kk£ge eipa/, is a leading man 6£ the Omaha Hanga /h~ka/ 

gens. ,. (CNAE VI. 647) 

4. "Henry Rice, a half-breed Winnebago," had learned where two 

horses stolen from Two Crows by Winnebago raiders were hidden. 

(CNAE VI.647) 



. . I ~ 	 I 
huttaka~: i~ati~ai nikhl,

L 	 I.. 

Winnebago their agent you the 

" 
\ 

.''\ . / 


hu ips) + ~ikhE 


fish big X3 father CAUSE PL AN-SIT, 

i, 

/k .n 	 In 
nl. ac~ ga ~irt{ta

• 
w~ 

n{kkasika ~i~{tta wit.,. 

person yours a 

/.kk \.I (k ,.I.; ,.I;nr a. St a 	c. c~ tta 

X2 X2 AL-POSS.IND-ART 

n ~ . 	 /a wank~e cuglte. 

/ , 	 I 
awakk~e suk~e. 
(. I.. 

he spoke with me he went back there 

/' v 
a + u/kkie su k aE 
'-

Pls speak with THERE VERT go there 



. ,-:;,",;
:~, ~ 

, ,'~.. '. 

2.b 

I . '- -.~. 

etenapl' 
- --. 1.... 

horse they are lost to me wrt'two 
". 

\ 

1\ ' 
y I I /
sake i (= a + ki) + u/xp8.aE e te 

v I.. r.. 

horse DIs (= Als + DAT) lost REF TOPIC 
" 

i, 

/. / .n / .... ""webahan , Ubesn1 ee ha, 
/ /I .wepaha

/..-
upesnl e[ t}'e ha; 

he knew them he found out wrt W':CL 

te ha 

P3p know find out ,REF TOPIC DECL 

n In '" . I a ¢a wank1e ha. 
aeiwRkkie ha. 
to. .... J: 

he spoke with me about it DECL 

a + ueu'/kkiE ha 
l-

PIs speak with about DECL 

http:u/xp8.aE


,\1{ I .; >';;' .,;. '- . 
3.a ki ;,gan~l. ii\an . 

./ / 
khi k~kki 1P~' .. 

and and he summoned 

ha; 


me DECL

khi k~ kki i (= a + k{) 
(. '

AND THUS WHEN DIs (= PIs + DAT) call DECL " 
" 

3.b cup I ki, u¢6kie
• 

.; /
suph1 kki, uetkkie 

I go there if he speaks with hi~ about it 

v su P hi kki 

THERE PIs arrive there WHEN 
i 
i 

• ..J 

I,...
juangrt. ( {rt.e ha. 

'" 1zuake I£ee ha. 
l-

he with me he said it DECL 

/ 
a + ~u/keE '{/eE ha 
'-

PIs with say DECL 

I
ueu/kkiE 

speak with about 



," ,wama
'", t ','

j.:.3 ~' 
wamasa ' 

c..-" L-, .. 
- ~ 

person Winnebago they stole them the~'the 
'. 

/ I' /
ttaka wa rna/sa (3p) + eikhE 

v t.. t- £. 

human (?) fish big P3p steal AN-SIT 

I, 

,..,/.., V'
w(bahan ee ha; 

/ /
wepaha e[t]e ha. 

t... 

he knows them wrt DECL 

/ 
wa i/paha e te ha 

'" 
P3p know REF TOPIC DECL 

,/ I ./ n
b'" I ....4.b ede ieska an\t{ngegan , cu ¥-a-maJ~ ega ~ 

/ I ,/" s/ "'.ete ieska as{k eka, sup amZn eka, 
,_ i,... I.. .... 

wrt translator it lacks/ since I do not go there since 
me 

/e te J.e ska a ka 
y 

su p sE 
/.. I.

REF TOPIC speak clear PIs lack REF THUS THERE Als go there 

rna ~i e ka 
.:. t. 

Is NEG REF THUS 



letter 

ria. 

I make to you DECL. 

'. ·i 

\ 
,.\ . 

. , / / . wa pa k tieze w{ (= wi + k{) P ka8~ ha 
f 

INDEF TOOL DAT tongue AlsDls (= AlsPls + DAT) Als makeDECL 
" 

...., 

.' :-'. ' 



.... 
I I -t. I 

. ,eskana eepa ata,
v i- v 

wrt OPT you call to him be"cause 

'. 
\ 

l\ 

e te e ska ee (= 4a + k{) pa a ta ",ne t... £

REF TOPIC REF DUB QUANT A2D3 (= A2 + DAT) call GEN REASON, 
;, 

/ / ''; Iwagazuqti 1. ... am9xe 

/ .
wakazuxtl. ie£mage [sic, 'for {eamage] 

~ ~ 

very honestly _ I [sic, for you] inquire of him 

I wa kazu xti ~ [si~ for ea] l./magE
t.... 

INDEF (?) VERY Als [sic, for A2s] inquire 

n / nka brtega , 

/kkape eka"
~'/.. 

I desire it OPT 

p ka p ea e 
'-

Als THUS Als AUX REF THUS 

-oJ,. 



DECL '. 

·/
wanite e te ha 

v 

wild rice (?) REF TOPIC DECL 

:.J 
I '': 
~<. 

t 
;.~. 
i· ...·"' t:;~.. ~ .•.:)

J 
I 
. \
I') 



~ . 

~ , ,.:~... 
'> 

; 
~ ,,', .•". ott" ."} '."- ", ~ ~ 

very honestly he tells you when 
"". \ 

k, 

,A 

wa kazu xti Eli + u/Ela kki' 

INDEF (?) VERY P2 tell WHEN 

-, 
/( n n / n "'" ana a ka Mega ha, 

ana'a 
I,.. 

I 

~ 
kkapd

(.. 
{ka ha,

l.

I hear it I desire it OPT DECL 

a na'a/ p ka p da e k't ha'- ... .... 

Als hear Als THUS Als AUX REF THUS DECL 

, .... 



, ' 

.In 
" n

Uma ha i¢adi¢ai 
I / /'/k .e axtl. kki~i, umaha ieatieai eikhe 

l.- v t, 

just so if not Omahas their agent he the 

1'\ 

-I. / . e /.'
e ka xti kki Zl. umaha i atl. - i 

~ f.. .... 

" REF THUS VERY WHEN NEG Omahas X3 father CAUSE PL 

..... 

wab~¢eze {ki¢a-ga . 

./ I.wapakeeze l.khiaa ka. 

letter send· it to him! IMP 

~ 
.W'!! 

;;\1' / 
.. wa pa k eeze [h]i k hiaE ka',.•... 

, 
.. INDEF TOOL DAT tongue come here DAT CAUSE IMP 
IJ .r 
t', 

l, ~ ... 
\, 

(3s) 
" 

'+ eikhE
./ 

'

' AN-SIT 



'.~.. 

, [Oh] Wi~nebago agent, ·i'. , 
r\ i 

One of your people has spuken with me and returned to 

where you are. In regard to two horses which I have lost, 

he found out that he recogpized~them; he spoke with me about 
.... 

it. In fact, he made me an offer: -he 
, 

told me that he would 

\speak to them with me, if I went back there were you are. 
" 

The Winnebago thieves, whom he knows, that is. However, 

lacking a translator [presumably for English? JEK], I'm 

not going there where you are, and so L'm writing a letter. 

The upshot of this is that I would like you to interrogate 
; 

him thoroughly, having called him in. Siwanite [Henry Rice],, ... 

that is. If he speaks honestly, I would like to hear it. 

And if not, send a letter here to the Omaha agent. 



Text II 

Title: The Dakota Who Was Scared to Death by < a Ghost ~« <" «' :-r .,
to 

/ / ,
Speaker: I~ta Maza [Iron Eye, or Jqseph La Flesche,~Jr.].. (, . 
Date: unknown. 


Genre: Vivid Story. 


Source: CNAE VI.362-363. 


Synopsis: A Da~otaof a restless disposition leaves a larger 

camp late in the evening, accompanied by one woman. They 

make camp in the dark. When the man is making the fire, 

the light shows him the corpse of another man who was killed 

earlier. This sight kills the first man in turn. The woman 

eventually discovers this, and seeing the two corpses, returns 

to the main camp in some excitement. She bursts out with 

the story, which a visit to the camp next day confirms to 

be the truth. 



tex£:,was'probably the period 1878-1880, 

during'which Dorsey was doing fieldwork at the Omaha Reseryation, 
in Nebraska. 

2. "Joseph La Fleche [sic] is a gentleman to whom I am indebted, 
.. 

not only for myths in eegiha and Tciwere, but also for a knowledge... . .., 
. 

of the la~r tongue, a collection of ethnological notes, etc • ....... 

I

I regard him as my best authority_ By birth he is a Ponka 

[probably actually an Omaha, as which, at any rate 1 he was raised, 

cf. Green 1969:2-4], but he has spent most of his life among the 

Pawnees, Otos, and Omahas. He has acquired a knowledge of several 

Indian languages, and he also speaks Canadian French [as well 

as a little English, cf. Green 1969:55]." (CNAE VI.1) 



". , 
/"u{pa" tti . , am ama. 


Dakota some dwell there were QUOTE 
 l, ., 
\~~6R.? 

,\ 

I / /
sal tupa tti ama ama 

,
Dakota SOME dwell EXIST QUOTE 

i, 

C In2. Kt aa W1In ~d-u(ha-bi kr, 
• 

kh'1 vsaa/ wi et U1Ihap1 ' kki,
v (.. 

and Dakota a wrt he joined them if 

kh ' v /1 saa e te ki + u/hE pi kki 
v 

AND Dakota IND-ART REF TOPIC DAT join PL WHEN 

In n I / /
waha -cta hegabaj1-biama. 

htkapaHpi ama. I 

habitually pack up and move camp he was not a little QUOTE 

II, /wa/hi P aZ1 pi ama 
(.

pack up and move camp CUST be little PL NEG PL QUOTE 



r~ n In
ti-ma" ed~ta w~ 

• 
/11' 

khi tie " saa 
"-

I tti ma et1'tht wi,... ukasa tie 
'"' ...and this Dakota dwell the from there one- wander he went there 

ir. 
,\ 

/..t

khi tie "sat

/ tti rna e titha wi v 
u/kasa.... tiE 


'"' " AND THIS Dakota dwell AN-PL REF SOURCE>" one wander go there 
-, 

Ite~ h~. 

theWe ha. 

PAST 4t DECL 
~. 

the te ha 

PAST ~ DECL 

') / .I . n / .. In /k' /4. K1' ga aJ~ nuda a l.pal. ki, t e¢a~nl.ac~ 

hi. /khi n[[kk]a~ika az~ nuta ~kkippai kki, t I e'tiai 
v" '" 

and person not war he met him when he killed him 

khi n(kka ~~ka a~i nuti '/kkippE i kki tIE tiE i 


AND human (?) NEG war meet PL WHEN die CAUSE PL 




, u;~, 

,'. ".~h~ ha. 


PAST DECL 

, t. 

-"\ 

the ha 


PAST DECL 


:'- _"~' hI;Y'· 
/ .n In 

~. 

gl5. Kt it m.aCl ga waha ludan 
, 

I, .~. / /
khi ee n([ kk] isika wah<i,. kluta 

e-

I 
L l

and this person pack up and move camp it is good to him 
, . 
~ . 

I
khi ee ki uta 

v 

AND THIS human (?) pack up and move camp DAT be good 

./ v .akl pazeqtCl h( ~r, 
/ / .akha ppazextl h{ kki, 

the very much evening arrive when 

I /
akha ppaze xti hi kki 

AN-AGT-SG evening VERY arrive there WHEN 



6. 

h~• 

. / .... h .... . a~a1 _~.the a. . - . 

pack up and move camp he went PAST.DECL 

I
wa/ha

~ 
a eE 

~\ 

i the ha 

pack up and move camp COM go there PL PAST ~ECL 

i, 

( I n win.{qtci I .... 
he.Wa u-hna jug¢ai '"te 

I/V I 
"Ike'wa usna wiaxti zu a1 the ha. .... "

woman usually one only she with him PAST DECL 

walt 
.., / 
sna wi a xti ~u/k~E the ha... .. 

woman CUST ~ one GEN VERY with PAST DECL 

\ 

i .. 

r;¥} . 

~~~j-
/ In /h t " •7. Egi¢e ha , uga anapazext1, t/i te ha

• 
~ 
ekiee hi uk'hanappazexti, tt{i the ha 

'" ... l. • 

finally night very dark he dwelled PAST DECL 

I I
ekiee ha u ka ha n't, ppaze xti tti i the ha 

c.'" 
finally night IN STRIKE night (?) evening VERY dwell PL PAST DECL .... 

M,'r.: 



.. 
" 

'this pack' up and move 

/
tie wa/he 

THIS pack up and move 

IN 	 /'
8. 	 Ganki t{ wa't. aka 

k£kki ttf wa'u
/ 

akha
/ 

r... 

and tent woman the 

/
kt kki tti walu 

THUS WHEN dwell woman 

/ 	 / .t.
9. 	 Ki wa'- u aka, uadi.. 

/ / 

'. ~.> /
cce'atie " /·akha • 

camp.he had gone the ". , 
-"\ 

a 

camp COM 

/
gaxai 

k I .agal 

she made 

akha
/ 

/
tiE akha 

". 

go there AN-AGT-SG 

" 
.... 

.... -
te 	 ha. 

the 	 ha. 
: 

it PAST DECL 

/
kagE i the ha 

khi 	walu akha, "ttfati maktil a." ...'" 
and woman the "to the tent get back IMP" 

khi wa I,{ akha' tti ati k + ma/tif a 
c.. ' 

AND woman AN-AGT-SG dwell LOG VERT walk IMP 

AN-AGT-SG make PL PAST DECL 

,... In ~ mang¢l -a . 

" 



, ',/' i / - /'
',"ilakka kaga, a he," api

'- -- (.. 
~ ~ 
.. lightmake it! IMP DECLshe said it QUOTE '. 

~\ < 

,/ ,- </
nakka kagE a he e/E ema 

"" '" 
light make IMP DECL (fem) say QUOTE 

I, 

/ / "'7 1/
11. Gan t1ata agtta1 nu aka.

• 
/ / /

ka tt(atta akea1 nu akha. 
" : 

and to the tent he went back there man the 

/
ka tti atta a k i nu akha 
" 

THUS dwell DIR COM VERT go there PL male AN-AGT-SG 

Gan • / / k / / .12. pede nu a a gaxa1 t(; 

the ha. 


and fire man the he made it PAST DECL 


/ / /ppete nu akha kagE i the ha 

THUS fire male AN-AGT-SG make PL PAST DECL 



.... C:, I' e 

kl., egi¢e 
)' 

/ .n hi:",
" n1aC1 ·ga 

.:,'/:; :'.,t 
t eke, 
;:/. /I . 

. kki, ekiee n[[kk]aii~a tIe khe,
'" ... 

iig:h\: he made it when finally person dead the 
I 

\ 
....'\ 

el' / .I I. , v/.ekiee nlkka s1ka tIE khe 

light make PL WHEN finally human (?) be de~d HOR 

n'i.kk~ kagE pi kki .. 

-'. 

......,

"h /,. . .., . /n b' k / 
naJ1 a ma~1ngeqt1a - 1 eama 

I / /.... 'h I", 'k .naZ1 a matt1 ext1 api khe ama(, v , 
hair it had really been cut away he was used the QUOTE 

..,1 /
naziha rna e{kE xti a 

(, 
pi khe ama 

l.- (" 

head hair CUT lack VERY USE PL HOR QUOTE 

~ In¢ I.gaq 11 ke, da bai t~ h~ . ,I Ikaxeii khe, tepai the ha. 

killed in war the he saw him PAST DECL 

ka xei i khe t~E i the ha 

STRIKE (?) PL HOR see PL PAST DECL 



I
eka. 

·::..'~" t{ , 

he was afraid since hi! ~ he said it since p~!~a.nently 
, . ~.:, -T ~" .. .' '../, ~ dO', '... : : ':.;< .... 

" 

/
na/ppE pi e ka hi e/E p;i. e ka 

c.- L." " 
be afraid PL REF THUS oh! say PL REF THUS complete complete, 

I, 

I /t' a-biama. 
<' 

t 1/' /
apl. ama. 


he was dead QUOTE. 


tIE .pi ama 
I 


be dead PL QUOTE 


I I In15. N~kan ckaxe ¢ag¢e ¢a cti• 
Iv ,/ ~ Il'n~kk~ kage aakal aastl.,
" 

light you make it you went back there the too 

I /
nakka ~ kagE aa k aE aa ~ti 

\, .. v 

light A2 make A2 VERT go there RND TOO 



~ ~~ / ~ 
. <>'a, ' ,a-biarna 

'/ / '/'." '/>/ a?" api arna wa'u akha.aeat 

you set the fire QUEST she said it QUOTE woman the 

, I. 
'" I / /' / 

ea + a/a a e/E pi ama wa'u akha 
" 

A2 lay on QUEST say PL QUOTE woman AN-AGT-.sG 

'. 
/ /n I n

16. Iajt ega , ~di ak(.pi ega , 
/ v. / I, ' /
laZl eka etl akhlpi eka,., 
he did not speak since there she arrived back there since 

I v,i/E aZl e ka e ti ,a k hi pi e ka 
I.. '" 

speak NEG REF THUS REF LOC COM VERT arrive there PL REF THUS 

If' ,In b' /.. It a - lama. 

I /
eithfpi ama. 

she felt him QUOTE 

/ /ei tha pi ama 
v 

HAND contact PL QUOTE 

http:AN-AGT-.sG


/'_ama._ : " 

and light she made it QUOTE I, 

\ 

/ ,
ka kagE pi ama 

(. 

THUS light make PL QUOTE 

....,
I /. In ...18. Gafi'ki t ~ k~ wada ba-bi ~1, 

I / / .
k'kki t'e khe watapap1 kki,

l-I.

and dead the she saw them when 

I
ka kki t'E khe wa tapE pi kki 

l. ' 

THUS WHEN be dead HOR P3p see PL "''HEN 


IN In In n In ... In 

cange W1 ka ta -bi ega , t{ te a Ita 

• 
,,/ / / tt{sake '111'1 kkfthapi eka, the aea " (,..I" " .. '" 
horse a she bridled it having tent the she discarded it 

v, ,/
sake wi kka tha pi e ka tti the aea1. (,.. (,.. c. /.

horse IND-ART sinew contact PL REF THUS dwell VER discard 



.,,/ 
aka. 

• , '.'" ~ / / 1" . ,. . ama wa ' u akha . ' 


she went back there QUOTE woman the 

\ 

/ /. /a . k ama wa'u akha 


COM VERT go there QUOTE woman AN-AGT-SG 

I, 

In In19. 	 Ga ak{-bi ega , 

ka akhipi ekf 
I.

" 
and 	 she arrived there when, 

ka' 	 a k hi pi e kat L; 

THUS COM VERT arrive there PL REF THUS 

N~ ju4¢e MI / nedega , 
n I 	 v l I Imi zuakee pee eteka, 

Lr 

man I with him I went there wrt and 

nu a eE e te k~ 

male 	A1s with Als 	go there REF TOPIC THUS 



:.···'1 '. .; 1"<..... '/,,'n . 
,gaq¢~i .~;,:' 

d 

" ,,_,. kedega ;', . 
/ .

Q'f[k~]as~ka wi .kaxe{i khetek't, 

person a he was killed in war~~~ and 
t. 

\ 

ka xei i' khe te ka 
c.

human (?) IND-ART STRIKE (?) PL HOR TOPIC tHUS 

"'d/ . ant{i / n e ~qt~ edega t 

I . ,/ / 
et~xt~ attii eteka,

/.. c.. 

right there we dwelled wrt and 

e ti xti a tti i e te ka 
vt. 

REF LOC VERY Alp dwell PL REF TOPIC THUS 

In ) /'-' J . I na pe t ee he, a-b~ama. 

/ I . nappe tl~ )de he," ami.ap~ 

t

he feared it he was dead .Jo't't DECL she said it QUOTE 
er"OV 

I /na/ppE tIE Ie he e/E pi arna 
I-

be afraid be dead ~ DECL (fern) say PL QUOTE 



, ,' 

.. -

I / In nu ama da be -, 
/ / ,kki, nu ama tape i . ahl.pl

I. 

the next day when man the they see it they arrived the~e 

/e' kasai kki nu ama(.It. hi pi' 

REF morrow WHEN male AN-AGT-PL see COM arr:i,..ve there PL 

i, 

/ , / Inkl, n .....ekirte t e ca keca ama";,, 
/

kki, ekiee tIe vsa/~a
/ 

kh~ amI. c..- c.. 

when finally dead permanently the QUOTE 

I
kki ekiee tIE v /"" sa s~ kl1e ama 

WHEN finally be dead complete complete HOR QUOTE 

I

',< :. 



; . ~." 

Some Dakhotas were camping. And there was a particular
'. 

Dakhota who, if he joined them, has nevertheless a r~putation
'" ' 

for being not a little restles&. 

One of the camping Dakhotas~has gone off wandering, 

and meeting a man not of the tribe h~kille,d him. 

When it was late in the evening the restless man moved 

•J 

·,:,?',',i. '" ,,;,: . 

~ 

~ 
.d,.
<' 

out. As ~usual, he had only one woman with him. He ended 

up pitching camp in complete darkness, t.his restless one. 

The woman erected the tipi, and then she said, ItGet back 

over to the tipi and make a light." The man went back to 

the tent, and he made fire. 

some light, of course he saw the corpse 

the outsider who had been killed. 

he exclaimed "l1i!" and fell dead . .. 

"The light that you also went back there to make [sar

said, "Did you make it?" When he 

she went back there and felt him. She 

When she saw the two corpses, she bridled 

horse, and abandoning the tipi she returned [to the main 

When he had 

with its scalp all cut away, 

Frightened, 

,casrn? JEK]," the woman 

didn't say a word, 
" 

made a light. 

a 



'When she got there, she said, "1 left with this"man,, 
and there was this person who "had been scalped, and i~ was 

right ....here ....e camped, and hedied of fright." The next day,,. 

when the men ....ent to see, he ~as quite dead. 

;, 
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